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Before We Put You In Charge Of The World’s 
eo @e 1 e@ 

Most Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment, 

eee COMM eS e Put You Throug yi 
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Training. | 

ee : ee —-= 

| oop Presse gts » i. 

a ae OR 4). Braye | 
It takes more than 16 or ae ss: ONoRS Toy bute deta 
months of intensive train- ~ bie aay: DN most of the men who 
ing to become a fully qual- * = SSS PB operate the reactors in 
ified officer in the Nuclear | Ns t =e SUA leewrelOl Commie vant 
Navy. You begin with four : ee Beep tom de(eMNpUTol(-r bask) avy.) 
months of leadership Cea G ‘ . : It takes more time 
training. Then as a Navy Vaan al and more Stree co) 
officer you get a full year ee <e > ‘| become an officer in 
of graduate-level training ay idetemN Coc TaNE ara 
unavailable anywhere else at any price. But the rewards are greater, too. 

Navy training is based on more than The rewards can begin as early as your 
1900 reactor-years of experience. Right now junior year in college. Qualify, and the Navy 
the Navy operates over half the nuclear will pay you approximately $1000/month 
reactors in America. And the INE ata) pat while you finish rato I 
ea rT) ie most eal alae He) id eX) : et four years, with cee! Joavereetel aloyety 
world. That’s why your Navy training is and salary increases, you can be earning as 
and must be the most sophisticated in much as $37,400. That’s on top of a benefits 
the world. 5 package that includes medical and dental care, 

As an officer in the Nuclear Navy, you and 30 days’ vacation earned every year. 
have decision-making authority immediately. More responsibility, more money, more 
You get important management responsi- future. So, if you’re majoring in math, engi- 
bility fast. Because in seleresubeveaoyune oem o) once dl 
the Navy, as your knowl- NAV ORPORTUNTAY wis sciences, and you want 
edge grows, so does your. INFORMATION CENTER to know more about a 
responsibility. P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015 future in nuclear power, 

RGR CM es sisco mame pormaion abou boise, MEARE a experience place you flaca x Berea cen ot 
among the cotbeho ay Ss ddvese Apt Navy is an opportunity 
most qualified profes- . a like no other in the 
sionals. ot State — Bi world. 

Age. +College/University 

Year in College__ @GPA. —_ _ 

ME SIOR/ MO ‘ 

Ehone:Namber (Area Code) Best Time to Call 

SP agro meinen ypmatn. so dena ae ih we can help to determine the kinds of Navy positions for which you 
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: When you're out in front, you have to run a little faster than the rest. q 
It takes aggressive and career-oriented individuals to keep Anheuser- date 

Busch on top. f er re 
a & » 

If you're looking for the opportunity to run out in front, talk with our ue _ \ yj 
recruiter when they come to your campus. by) 

oF 

CENTRAL ENGINEERING pn i ye 
B.S.M.E. - M.E.‘s will gain experience in such diverse fields as cA W F 

material handling, equipment layout, piping system development, A \ \ AY aaa 

steam generation, compressed air systems, ventilation, heating and {, ye i 
air conditioning, and high-speed bottle and can packaging. nl , ; 
B.S.E.E. - E.E.’s can expect to be working in such areas as electrical agar 1 
machine design and applications, power distribution, sub-station Free y | yi ; 

layout as well as industrial and commercial lighting, electrical ie A f A 

control circuits, and systems control. iY N | Vp av sy 
These positions are project oriented and allow you the opportunity (imma I aie Dee: 5 

to work on a project from conception to completion. y Mw. 4 4 x : 

=) 4 é 

CORPORATE MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM rif : A 
Opportunities exist in our Corporate Management Training Program ; Fi i : 
for individuals with leadership ability and Engineering degrees. J , 
Under this one-year program, college graduates are exposed to all = a 

aspects of Anheuser-Busch Companies functions and man- f es Ce 

agement. Time is spent ina ‘‘home’’ department, as well as { (? 

in staff and line organizations to learn through observation | y ot y q 
~ andon-the-job practice. At the endofthe year-longcourse, {| * a ’ \ 

trainees are assigned to a management or professional : SX iW ! ay / ’ 
position. Nis \ | ££ : 

: tes % fy 5y/ ’ 

The Corporate Management Training Programincludesclass-  * ae /iX \ k 

: room instruction in management techniques, butemphasizes _ 4 ” } 

on-the-job training. During the course of the program, trainees | . Ri j / ‘ 
are evaluated through their own written reports, individual | a ‘ 
conferences and supervisory performance evaluations. Rs 4 a Ne ae 

i x eS 
Start with the best, step out with Anheuser-Busch. For more information and ) . 
sign-up, contact your placement office. ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES: : 
Corporate Employment; College Recruiting; One Busch Place; St. Louis, { x1 

Missouri 63118. An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F. : y - aN 3) 

e a 

ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES . 
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ere Gulf Oil Corporation. And we'll be Sa” on campus to look for something very 
much in demand these days. New energy. Specifically, new human energy. 
The fast-changing energy field will continue to be one of the most exciting and rewarding 
places to launch a career. And Gulf has exceptional opportunities for new people with 

new ideas about finding and developing America’s fuel resources. 
If you're about to eam your degree in Petroleum Engineering, we'd like to meet you. We're 

also interested in Chemical and Mechanical Engineers. In Geology and Geophysics majors. In 

nee Science, Accounting, and Business Administration majors. In students in Petroleum 
Land Management programs. And in people in technical disciplines with a flair for sales. 

Check the placement office to confirm a date for our Gulf Representative's visit. And sign up 

for an appointment. Ifwe miss pe) send your resume to Coordinator, College Relations, Dept. B, 

PO. Box 1166, Pittsburgh, PA 15230. 
Gulfis a world leader in training young, motivated people to solve today’s energy problems. 

When we find you, we'll be that much farther ahead. 
For a 1534” x 2016" color poster of this illustration, Please send your request to: © Gulf Oil Corporation, 1982 

Poster, College Relations, P.O. Box 1166, Pittsburgh, PA 15230. An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Editorial Lake Water 
Our’s for the Asking Giiuan 

Over 10% of all UW students study in the . et A ck 
engineering college, yet campus sponsored al 4 vee : = 
extra-curricular activity is concentrated . ANS Bb 
on the east side. Also, of last year’s Wiscon- Plastic Mottos ne 
sin Student Association’s $98,500.00 bud- " 
get, only 0.46% of the money found its way by John Wengler 
directly back to engineering clubs. Any I was immediately transfixed by the CEE display 
engineer should realize this situation is case during my first walk through that building two 
unbalanced and the eng-campus remains a years ago. Behind the glass were models of ballistic 
static member of the college community. missiles and other airborne armaments. 

Three general factors contribute to this Although these toys don’t impose any 
campus alienation. Engineering students immediate threat, the real danger is what 
excuse their inactivity by claiming their they represent. The defense industry and 
studies are too intensive for them to get engineering seem to fit “fist in strange- 
involved. This is a fallacy considering that glove.” Indeed, during my first college lec- 
company interviewers look for the organi- ture I learned that Descriptive Geometry 
zational skills learned through campus was developed by a French Lieutenant 
organization involvement. Secondly, engi- who strove for better accuracy with his 

5 neering students unconsciously separate cannonballs. Reviewing the list of com- 
& themselves from the remaining student pany interviewers, I found a sizable num- 
2 body, and thereby fail to realize they aren’t ber of our graduate’s technical and money- 

¢ the only diligent and marketable gradu- making opportunities seem to be offered 
& ates in Madison. And finally, by a fluke in by the defense industry and the applied 
© the UW infrastructure, the popular social sciences associated with it. 

halls and malls are not located on “our side of the Is this relationship evident in our stud- 
tracks.” Consequently, we miss a great deal of the ies? Only a casual mention here and there. 
campus activity. Indeed, the career brochures available at 

But these factors can be overcome if eng-organiza- department offices continually repeat the 
tions can find new energy to sponsor programs attrac- motto: “Engineering, A Good Way to Help 
tive to the entire campus. And the required potential People.” Do the CEE display missiles re- 
energy is all around us—we have a Union, buildings present our means to this end? Maybe our 
and fields just waiting to feel the pulse of campus motto should be changed to “Engineering, 
activism. Eng-organizations should also begin peti- A Belligerent Way to Help People,” or“... 
tioning WSA for funding. (Budget request forms can Engineering, A Good Way to Vaporize 
be picked up at the WSA office, 5th floor of the Memor- Society.” 
ial Union, or phone 262-1081.) Part of each student’s Though the military is not yet marching 
tuition goes to WSA, and the cash should start flowing ~ down Johnson Street we must be aware of 
back down University Avenue. With both funding and S its presence on campus. Greater publicity 
space, eng-clubs can continue attracting their most £ and discussion of our relationship as engi- 
important energy source—new members. After momen- 5 neers with the defense department will 
tum gains, students will realize the importance of 2 increase student awareness of what and 
extra-curriculars as the campus comes alive. o & for whom we are studying. o 
SEE 

Letters to the Editor _ =) 
Dear Editor, = 

I am a junior in Civil Engineering using when they restrict (and even cut) a aad ims 
who, experienced the worst registration the number of teaching assistants dur- s 
week of my college career this semester. ing record breaking enrollment? Many Sa 
I attempted to take three classes in the _ students will soon be forced into spend- > ; 
Civil Engr. department and was faced _ ing extra time in school simply because - . 
with closings - not closings of desired their chain of prerequisite classes will 
sections but class closings. These classes _ have been broken by this problem caused ee ; 
were filling up almost entirely with by university mismanagement. It must — Semone 
seniors, but at the same time they are be impressed upon the budget officials if 
listed as typical sophomore year classes. (university and state) that I’m not ready : — 
This exemplifies the vast shortage of tostand by and idly watch my right toa : 
class sections being offered in many of complete and top quality eduction with- oS . - pememamege 
the Engineering Departments and the in the traditional four year time period S22, UNS SONS 
Computer Science Department. be taken away without a fight! : lex Rees aa \ ess x { 
What rationale can the University be Paul A. Egelhoff, CEE ’84 <3. ee 

Letters to the editor are welcomed. Bog oS 
4 Wisconsin Engineer. October 1982 
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Talent uses nature's power. Genius preserves it 
Put your energy ideas toworkinthe = ° Computer science Indiana ¢ Kentucky Power Co., 
American Electric Power System. © Chemistry Ashland, Kentucky ¢ Kingsport 

We're looking for more than © Geology Power Co., Kingsport, Tennessee ¢ 

talent. e Mining engineering Michigan Power Co., Three Rivers, 
We're looking for foresight. To ¢ Nuclear engineering Michigan ¢ Ohio Power Co., Canton, 

manage our resources today. And © Operations research Ohio * Wheeling Electric Co., 
preserve our energy independence * Chemical engineering Wheeling, West Virginia 

tomorrow. © Business administration — And overseeing the entire 
If you are graduating with a ma- accounting/economics/finance System is our management and 

jor in any of these areas, opportunities The AEP System's eight operating technology arm, the AEP Service 

are available within the AEP System: companies serve 7 million people in Corporation. 

e Electrical engineering seven East-Central states: Find out where you might put 
¢ Mechanical engineering Appalachian Power Co., Roanoke, your ideas to work in the AEP 

e Environmental engineering Virginia © Columbus & Southern Ohio — System. We invite you to contact the 

¢ Communications engineering Electric Co., Columbus, Ohio ¢ Indiana Personnel Department at AEP or at 
Civil engineering & Michigan Electric Co., Fort Wayne, any of the companies listed 

American Electric Power 
180 East Broad Street 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 An equal opportunity employer 
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UW’s Bumper Crop 
Te 

by Jean Bauer bat the present world population explo- tally controlled greenhouses and cham- 
sion and the desire for higher standards bers to find methods to increase plant 
of living. growth. 

leach year the UW Agricultural Engi- Contrary to what the name “Agricul- Not only must plant production be neering Department conducts important tural Engineering” suggests, most ag increased, but animal production within research and educates students to solve engineers are not in farming but are confined housing systems must also be the state's and world’s food problems. The employed in industries or by universi- yntimized. In order to further develop scope of this often over-looked field is ties or governmental agencies. Their the efficiency of production at reduced 
reviewed here by Jean Bauer. Jean isa major areas of concern are environmen- cost per unit of animal product, ag engi- Junior majoring in Rural Sociology. tal control, livestock farming, resource neers are performing research to de- 

management, produce processing, and termine the best procedures to provide 
In the distance, acloud of dust billows — forest products. these conditions economically. 

up behind a monster-like machine as it One of the most important areas for Livestock farming involves inputs 
noisily trundles along; aswath of golden _ the future is modification and control of and outputs just like any other industry. 
stems topple uniformly over as it is the water, soil, and air environment of And just like any other industry, it has 
swept by the cutting blade. Down the _ plants. With greater production being similar production problems. These in- 
length of the cornfield on the other side demanded from a decreasing land area, clude the construction of, the handling 
of the narrow country road, a different the natural environment needs to be of, the storage of supplies, and the dis- 
type of machine swallows rows of yel- modified for better plant growth. Ag posal of waste products. In the process of 
lowed corn stalks, spewing them out the engineers experiment in environmen- solving these dilemmas, agricultural 
other endaritorastirarlerisitiniy itt le yb, © a 
Passing a farmyard, an escalator lifts eee ae . 
chopped-up hay into the top of a cylin- ee > 3 
drical concrete structure. MeN ». 4 s 

These scenarios, and others like them, “SD ee —“i—OCONSSSCOSSS : . ‘ A RRO ee i. 5 typify the modern American farming 1, te A aa Wi 2 3 2 
culture. Where draft horses and oxen o oO ee Ne 
once performed the majority of the OM CC —s | lhc an = heavy labor, large mechanical giants ee MOR el eo 

now do the work. Over the past decades ® Na? Pele ‘on 
farming technology has burgeoned in X39) NM, stir Tr: , 
all aspects of the trade. These technolog- ne a GS LD Ag A “et can 
ical advances have been brought about atta | i Seay 
because of the contributions of a great : Des e, ae ae | a OT 
many dedicated experimenters and re- "ag; Se Sao | ee . <a A 
searchers all working to increase effi- ee Be Trt o ay ‘ <3 

ciency and quality. These industrious  ggecaeGG4\ Ya Fs Pe a _— . 

professionals are the agricultural engi- aS") i] $4 eee a - 

neers. a SOE ete ae ol 
Agricultural engineering is the prin- aga" Siete oe 5 a ae F r a 

ciple discipline which serves the agri- 7 Wee é Loan 4 — : ‘ "4 &. “+ 
cultural industry. According to the >< jis a s ae _ LAs.) Siam” | . & 
American Society of Agricultural ‘ ; ae ee | > alae © ELGAR Gikesed NA es ~ | Bi... eae | Engineers (ASAE), Agabaliirel ei a “eg ae le Ce e”™ : 
gineering is the application of any an CO OES SS ee : 
all branches of engineering to the extent 7 mes a tea - aie > pa se 
that they may be used in farming, in 2345 fbi N <i ie Co ‘ ee a i J 
rural living, processing of farm prod-  k*” i < _ . eo “ hee 
ucts, and such allied activities as mala- cpa: fll ae | i 4 Pl ll ager! 
ria control and wildlife conservation.” It com _ ingle F bes A 
is unique from other types of engineer- Dh fo eae ree 
ing in that it combines engineering __ (a =/LA § aan oS Fos ae I 
technology with biological and agricul- (juga ESE Ea ca <i or , ~ 
tural technology to help produce and a a= be c , d se 
process food and natural fiber with in- press w ; 
creasing efficiency and quality. The lat- "Sis es See 

ter is especially important to help com- — How can afarmstay inthe country when it has seen merry Madison? 

6 Wisconsin Engineer, October 1982 
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a a aN - iii a 5 ee is coupes are nie 
2 pave mare om : ons Es im ‘s| broaden the student’s experience so tha 

Te Pe “ eg _ a = |he will bea valuable and active member 
a | / / ml : =| of society. 

Bu La / | I eee ML S| The UW offers three majors in its Ag 

fe ) | || eam - . | Engineering Department. Construction 
| | 4 i can Bee: Administration is designed for people 

8 ' : q | i. oto. oa Al x_ |desiring a career in residential and 
: ne Si | | ey ia y @ | building design, building construction, 

4 ee i | | ie.” ve and construction supervision, and Agri- 

- : a [— =D a ill ) cultural Mechanization and Agricultu- 
q | ral Management, intended for those 

: < rh ee = | students who are interested in the appli- 

ee ie Ee cations of mechanical technology and 

ee Pr 8 r oe : principles of business to agriculture and 
am” eo oe 4 iN he its related industries. 
am ea = gees. . N The Agricultural Engineering pro- 

ee jo eee — anaes ie \ fession originated here in Madison in 

- ie es a ee \ 1907, marked by the founding of the 
te S jf . oy Le. rrr we NO ASAE. Since then, much important re- 

, = 77 = Law | a search has been going on. As stated in 
ME Sg somes 4 aad 0 GAD OOD 2 is Sngineeri peers : : i the 1982 issue of the Ag Engineering 

vents ; cicigtege TOO Se ee Research Summary, “These research 
2 ce aR tit GEE I . . + 

| projects are intended to contribute new 
engineers have become largely respon- | Most of the courses teach the student |and valuable engineering information 
sible for the mechanization of the mod- | how to solve problems, how to develop |to farmers and agricultural industries 
ern livestock farm, and will almost un- | new ideas, how to design, and how totest |in Wisconsin, the nation, and the 

doubtedly be responsible for the auto- | and check ideas and designs. In addi- | world.” o 
mation of these farms in future years. eee 

Because food and water resources are 3 
both limited and a basic to mankind, é 
they must be wisely managed. Ag engi- > z 
neers are researching to develop new : , 5 

techniques and design systems to con- 3 hf 5 
trol soil erosion and soil moisture for y fil 3 
crop production, to prevent floods and dé VN Ld ] = 
water pollution, and to provide pure Fis Ae a 
water supplies for human use. - Ly spe ; 

In processing produce, ag engineers Mr" ae ‘ 

work to develop and design machinery a” 
for crop production, both for use before QO gg AG ae 
and after harvest. The drying of grains eg of AMER ape coeat gai 
and washing of fruits and vegetables are we Ne Ee eA 
typical concerns for development, as : cad eh, i One a Oe 
well as methods of processing foods 4 3 er / Py oe ep Otis. S SOO C 
prior to purchase by the consumer. ee | alae AWA OC fee 

Lastly, a relatively new field for ag | AR . ag ake rl fDi Mo ae. Eas, Me _ eon 
engineers lies in developing the equip- i; \ a ey i | Sex [OO 7a. Oe oe ee See 
ment for the production, harvesting, | (a ond [lh eee CS Pris a 

and handling of forest products before 7 meta we ltt na Fd : : te 35) 
their processing. ~ o— | aes Deed ct \ \ 

The ag engineering curriculum here / > Lea | Twa 
at Madison includes courses in agricul- | “= Pies ANTES. NT 
ture and biology as well as the engineer- | - % 

ing and liberal studies courses. Elective} = = ™ ‘ 
courses are available for specialization | ~ ~~ a : 
in power and machinery, structures and 
environment, soil and water, environ- 
mental quality, or food engineering. | Agricultural Engineers can combine biology and technology to produce aud pro- 

cess food and natural fiber with inereasing efficiency and quality. 
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by Don Schwartz their otherwise ne ale incom- | : 3s 
. . ys puter science. In addition, they hope to ; oe 

and Mike Smith extend their aid to the people of develop- ¢ ; . s 

ing nations, minorities, the elderly, etc. J if 2 
Don Schivarts isa junior in Mechani- The president of Computers to Help \ 3 

cal Engineering, and Mike Smith is a People, John Boyer, is a handicapped \' deat: i 
senor in Psychology. Both men have a individual himself who has lost his sight Ce 
strong (uterest in technology's role inour and hearing. He is a full-time graduate / a “ i 
society. student of computer science at UW who , 2 : 

expects his PhD within two years.  ,_ 
Communication with John is not as im- - | ] > 
possible as one might think, but in fact is -_ . “ 
quite easy. - : 4a 

Imagine yourselfanew UW graduate ¢ \ 44). a7 2 
being offered a job ata major engineer-  ¢, . . af - 4 Sols 
ing firm. On a plant trip you enter the Machine 1S for man, i 5 ‘i a : 
computer department and, to your sur- ° ” = 4 2 3 o, Cl: 
prise, you are met by a deaf and blind notman for machine. . A “a " 
progranimeér. This may séérmi into ——______.._ Ee... ; “ 
mon to you, but this will be occurring eon od . ‘ 
more frequently than many people ex- Using a typewriter-like device which = ———————____—— 
pect due to the efforts of a non-profit hecarries with him, othersspeaktohim disabled. In the near future John hopes 
organization called Computers to Help — using braille. Each key, as you press it, to expand and diversify the corporation 
People, Inc. presents the characters in braille to his into several divisions thereby becoming 
The name “Computers to Help Peo- fingertips which are inserted into a an employer of these possible computer 

ple” should be taken literally. This cor- small cavity in the back of the device. professionals. These divisions include: 
poration is interested in using compu- John’s basic philosophy, as he said it, is “Computers for the Handicapped” 

ters to benefit people everywhere, es- “Machine is for man, not man for which will specifically promote the use 
pecially those who may be disadvan- machine.” of computers to aid the physically and 

taged in any way. Through the use of At this point the corporation is pri- mentally handicapped; “Education” 
computers, this corporation aids handi- marily an educational institution which which will include public education 

capped individuals to realize and utilize teaches computer programming to the programs, computer aided instruction, 
————_______________________________________ and _ programs to train handicapped 

: SF _ : S persons and members of minority 
LL a % groups as computer professionals; 

«4 ra — , = “Computers for the Poor Nations” which 
4 — > we . . a y . f = will use computers to aid developing 

a a “ \' — ___ .? nations; and finally, “Friendly Comput- 
_ " = ‘ J ~~... ing” which will create job opportunities 

: _ ee + — for handicapped persons trained as 
| dl in Ga @ _ cell 2 : computer professionals. 

ke 7. = se Currently, these divisions are only in 
i a 7 : Z _— “ - the planning stages. The corporation is 

a Ff i a 4 a 4 presently operating on foundation 
—~ . a a ‘ 4 grants and personal donations which 
7. r ’ , a _ ae a only supply enough money for one Apple 
a age aa i Be Microcomputer terminal and an Epson 

i. .. pi a, ‘ on fs printer which actually prints in braille. 
“ ‘ 7 aka es ‘ It is going to take a lot of money, time 
a oN ceca and effort to get the proposed divisions 

>. a 4 a me started. But with the help of volunteers 
| = _ - — o ~ 4a and increased donations, this corpora- 

= 7 vi wy aw y > , tion can be very successful. In the next 
4 be oe 7 year or two Computers to Help People, 

’ aS sea ~ Inc. will concentrate on the Friendly 
7 oe A A Computing Division and continue serv- 

5 + Fie pe 2 ae es ing the needs of handicapped individu- 

vas ats esac nt. als attending the University of Wis- 
John Boyer, President of Computers to Help People, Inc. consin. a 
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in to pick 
International Paper —a company Make sure management is 
that hires more graduating engi- technically oriented. ) es 
neers than all other disciplines Enoi do best i / antl 
combined —offers some advice co peels OO est In COMpa- Sag Ge Vi 

ni nies where management under- ? , ee 
on one of the toughest decisions stands the challenges If i wae 

lle 0 : — 4 4 
you'll ever make. IP’s chairman and chief 7 oe 1 eg. 

Look for a real challenge. executive officer is a member of Ds i“ g 4 
. . the National Academy of Engi- 0 . Le a ge 

Engineers are most impor- neering. The president and chief Hagel ys 
tant to companies with real aperatingaltice: isan eneineen a Fe 

technical problems to solve. So are many more of the com- im, Li LO 
At International Paper, pany’s executives. Management Engincers find important 

engineers in every discipline. . understandsthe technieal needs challenges at International Paper. 

electrical, chemical, mechani- of the businesses, and supports seventh of an acre of 

cal, industrial, civil, computer the people who contribute tio wholly-owned land. 

science, and more... face chal- solutions 
lenges like these in the 1980's: ‘ Geta good start. 
How to bring paper mills built Try to join an industry leader. Our Technical Career Pro- 
fifty years ago into compliance A companvissize and gram orients you to IP, exposes 
with tough EPA standards. . . Stren! on nitects the resources ou _- You to the many technical career 

how to conserve energy in a pro- have to worlewith, the impact paths available, and helps you 
cess that’s more energy-intensive . eean have, andthe select successive job assignments 

than aluminum. . . how to design a wa See ‘lable that match your talents, experi- 
automated packaging systems to Fane OLOPPOrtinitics:aValenrs ence, and interests with the 
match the speed of today’s pro- © ae tional Panenis a Foi needs of the company. From the 
duction lines... how to reduce tune 100 com aA eo sales of beginning, both on-the-job and 
waste and squeeze maximum nearly $5 billion fad 1981. IP formal classroom training help 
value out of an evermore-costly mabe more paper than all of you to improve your own abili- 
fiber resource. Goan masts tere than any ties and build a rewarding career. 

eT RS Company in ae te eine” 
ee Sr world’s leading pro- ang EXPAanging [Oe th fee mal 

7, __ a V4 ducer of paper packag- areas or a move into manageria 

CO ys ing, anda growing force ranks. a , 
er 42 in solid wood products. Opportunities for top quality 

yy = a \ [P-is also the world’s engineers are available in corpo- 
Ey . a _ largest private owner of rate engineering operations, our 

y fl >. _— aed forestland, with over two U.S. R&D laboratories, and 

/. a. << seven million acres. hou jpagy plans as mull im 

} y — Se eee a ae ae nae of IP stock Anbncanestt, oe 6 
——— oa - a. ts Packed Dy ONE- Mobile, Alabama to Gardiner, 

Tougher clean air and water quality standards Oregon. 

require innovative approaches. 

, set eptecnyg 
hallngee fe oe Check your placement office to see if we will be inter- 
IP is investing more than four viewing on campus. . . or send us a letter detailing your 
billion dollars by 1985 to mod- academic background and career goals. Write to: 
ernize and expand paper mills, Manager-College Resulting, Department ESM, 

packaging plants, and solid 77 Weat 45th aper Company, 
wood products facilities. One est 45th Street, New York, NY 10036 

such projeciathe world’s meat A) INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY 
advanced containerboard mill, . 

recently completed in Louisiana An equal opportunity employer M/F 
at a cost of $575 million. 

Tg ee imme Lc 1 11 | INT [LAE ee RK ice.) ~~C~OSCO Ss 0 ee ee 2 ee
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The Registration Blues: . 

3 ip i A Freshmen’s Perspective 
SE 

by Scott Paul next to several pitchers of some green Finally I acquired the needed forms. I 
2” stuff that they called “Swamp Water.” sprinted out the door and ran breath- 

I had arrived safely at Madison, — Still not wanting to be recognized asa _lessly down the road. My feet were 
gotten rid of my parents, and found a__ freshman, I conformed. The stuff tasted | wings upon the pavement. But I forgot 
place on the sixth floor of Witte Hall to like Kool-Aide and went down smoothly where I was supposed to be going. This 
put all my stuff. Then the adventure and easily. was no great matter—I merely whipped 
began. So, after introducing us to Madison, out my trusty campus map. 

I came here from a relatively small, our housefellow led us back to the dorm. 
calm town in northern Wisconsin, but] Upon arriving there, I found myself LL seemions 
was ready to sample the wild, frantic frantically pondering the question: A 
life of a college student in the big city. “What, are there no toilets in the 
Madison, I had been told, was the most — elevators?” 
radical place in the whole world. I As time went on, I found new and (as) wi 
wasn’t sure what I would find, but I different ways to look like a college OOS oS oe 
knew it would be new and exciting. student. I spent a great deal of time Ve es a 
However, I didn’t know where to start _ spilling beer on my sloppiest clothes. I ‘S <) } 
my quest for this new life. bought myself one of those little red ch f Thank heaven for the knowledgeable, scarves and a pamphlet detailing 101 4 ey - ee - —| ws 

ei 
y Re? os 4s A 4 = or . “ 4 

3 Kp - CQ SA The assignment committee. Graphics by Rock 

pain Erith Ahhrrgg!!&@* I just realized that I 
a Ny tithe, did the one thing that I swore I would 

fie Ve never do. Looking at a campus map is a 
WO -~™ i ‘ great deal like carrying a 22”x36” 

001 5 flashing neon sign that says “FRESH- 
\ MAN." I felt so small. 

(\ ¢/ . . After arriving at my first assignment 
ri 4) . { committee I checked the list of sections 

—- eff ed f that had already filled up. Then I took 
ea %) Peis I a7 my elaborately plotted schedule, crum- 

“F Ls ye Le pled it into a tiny ball, and threw it as far 
LS ~ across the room as I could. 

—— I do not remember much of the four 
ES ar and a half hours that followed. My mind 

bth Stork Pilon coms Hl gos fopey and sping when 1 
friendly host commonly known as a ways and places to tie those scarves to that I can remember clearly. I remem- 
housefellow. Our fellow gathered a your body. And | quickly developed a ber the look of complete despair and 
large group of guys from the floor and _ taste for crowded places and loud music. utter hopelessness that I saw on the face 
took us to the Memorial Union to see Thursday morning came all too fast, of a girl, who at the first stop at the Red 
“The Rage.” Once there we purchased and the business of registration was Gym, was told that she was ineligible for 
several pitchers of beer. Since I did not close at hand. So I settled myself down a certain class and would have to go 
wish to be recognized as a freshman just long enough to plot out anelaborate back to her assignment committee. And 
(freshmen never do), I decided that I schedule, carefully putting all of my Iremember that nothing has ever made 
would conform to the popular stereotype classes down into their ideal time slots. | me happier than to finish the registra- 
of the college student. In other words, I Later, as I stood in an endless line tion process by signing a check for 
drank as much beer as I could possibly outside of the Stock Pavillion, I ques- $561.00. I heard myself saying, “I’m so 
handle. tioned the propriety of whatI wasdoing. happy that I can sign over a large 

As the night progressed, I found Was it really ethical for me to be portion of my life savings.” 
myself led to a place known as the — standing inline to get into a place where At the end I was so euphoric that I 
“K&K.” Soon I noticed that I wassitting pigs and cows enter without hesitation? gladly accepted pamphlets and infor- 
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mation from what seemed to be an 
endless line of hands, but in a few short 
minutes I was able to compose myself. I . 
then judiciously and selectively threw O p po rt u n ] ty fo ir aa q u al | Ss 
all of them away. 

‘Lhe current, registration ‘prceess, (Oe eeaeaaeESsc=ooooooeee 
tunities for women engineers have been 

by Beth John increasing tremendously in the last few 

S a a) . . years, equal opportunity laws helping to 

AGN» Beth John is an engineering freshman compel businesses to search for women 

nw and is the newest member of our editioral with engineering knowledge.” 
GY staff. Despite the seemingly large increase, 

N% the overall numbers are still low. In 

(ve eo In the next few years the demand for 1980, while 13% of engineering students 
C? WY engineers will continue to grow. The were female, women represented only 
es oy 1982 forecast survey conducted by Fox- 1.6% of the practicing engineers in the 

f Ey Morris Personnel Consultants has pre- United States, only 19,800 of an esti- 

iy dicted a 16% increase in the need for mated total of 1.3 million. 
= engineers, second only to the need for An obvious question, then, is how well 

- %S ne ae eee ‘in women engineers stack up against their 
Z Sees is higher demand, however, willbe male counterparts. 

Leaving the Red Gym. Graphics by Rock filled by-an ever increasing number of onthe onl es worden engineers fin- 

which ended up forcing me to take a | women engineers. ished high school with a higher grade 
geography course that I never planned Thirty years ago the ideaofawoman point average than male engineers, 
on, did have one good point. I walked so | studying, not to mention actually prac- according to asurvey of Purdue Univer- 
far that I practically memorized the | ticing,engineering, wasalmostunheard _ sity graduates and current engineering 
layout of the entire campus. of. At one point, only 0.17% of all engi- students. College grade point averages 

I think that registration is probably | neering undergraduate degrees were and the achievement scores were com- 
awarded to women. According toasur- parable. 

Av@ex™ vey conducted by Engineering Educa- Currently, the average experienced 
1 CRE \ tion magazine, as recently as 1972 only male engineer is receiving a 13.7% 
TE=iLy () \ \ 2.3% of full-time engineering under- higher salary than the average expe- 

i 2 Ss graduates were women. By 1980, how- rienced female engineer. This is realis- 
ae ever, this number had risen to 13.4%. tic, however, when one considers that 

_cuneents eT The number of freshman women engi- the average male is 39 years old with 
fe Noe neering students also grew drastically sixteen years of experience while the 
SS from 2.9% in 1972 to 14.5% in 1980. average female is 26 years old with less 
iS e Researchers have cited a number of than five years of experience. Women do 

SS reasons for this somewhat sudden receive higher starting salaries, how- 
0 BRAY change. A major factor has been the ever. 

tf CY progression of the women’s movement In the Purdue University survey, 99% 
) throughout the United States. As more of the women cited the opportunity to 

Ze and mure women began seeking activi- use skills and abilities in challenging 
fE). "Zar ties and jobs outside of the home, the work as the main reason they chose 

Ley E> barrier surrounding traditional male engineering. According to the Society of 
3) FZ fields was broken. Women Engineers, the main jobs held 

At the book store. Graphics by Rock At the same time, job opportunitiesin — by members were design (20%), re- 
the fields previously dominated by search and development (19%), and 

the most difficult stumbling block thata | women, such as teaching and nursing, analysis (14%) positions. 
freshman can face during his/her first | diminished. This also helped women’s Women are more likely to belong to 
year here. But I made it. And now I feel | exploration of technological fields. national, professional or scientific socie- 
like a full-fledged college student, with Consequently, a new awareness of ties than men and, according to Engi- 
all the rights and privileges thereof. women in engineering spread across the — neering Education, women are also more 

Give me a beer! a | country. Employershave begun recruit- apt to take advantage of continuing edu- 
ing this formerly ignored half of the cation opportunities following gradua- 

A freshman engineer, Scott Paul has | work force. Women were, and still are, tion. 
seemingly conformed by limiting the scope | leading candidates for many employers According to Carolyn M. Jagacinski 
of conversation to Bacchanalian intri- | interested in satisfying equal opportun- of Purdue University, continuing engi- 

gues. Still, Scott has made a smooth tran- | ity laws. Said Marilyn W. John, 1981 neering education may be one way for 

sition onto the Wisconsin Engineer | president ofthe Wisconsin Section ofthe women to ensure “career advancement 
staff. Society of Women Engineers, “Oppor- jn the future.” oO 
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Prodding U.S. Productivity - . . 

The M.S.M.S.E. 
by Bonnie Buhrow 

Innovation has become the seed for pro- ae ee ie \ - mes 5 
gress in our College of Engineering. Our _ aa hd , = ij i 3 
feature editor, Bonnie Buhrow, re- | “ : wn a ne 
searched the new Manufacturing Engi- We a al “ _ A < 
neering Masters program being planned . _ Bian a 2 
for the UW. Bonnie already has a crea- 7 er, : oe 2 
tire curriculum of her own by combining ee >» 
her BS. in English with an Industrial - ® 
Eugineering degree. | | , 

Anyone who reads a daily newspaper i ‘ a Yd a : 
is aware of the fact that America’s _— | | Pa , 6h. . 

productivity is not what it used to be. i, aR te ae 
Productivity can be described simply ks 4 a oP “ 

as the ratio of output, goods and services, i oS ) — ' 
to input, which includes labor, mate- nat = (e eam ee 
rials, energy and facilities. In the 50’s yl tee | ; ae . 
and early 60’s, the U.S. was the world . NE 
leader in productivity. Since then, how- eX it). Scent : 
ever, the rate of growth in the manu- “oo. : e 
facturing sector has been steadily ee = m 
dropping. Between 1966 and 1976, pro- m~ » es _ 
ductivity increased only 2.1% in Amer- LP = Rind ¢ 
ica, while an increase of 3.4% took place y a Tes be at 
in the United Kingdom, and Japan’s LL i 7 
output per capita rose 9.7%. ° > vi - = 

Many factors have been mentionedas A : . 

causes of this decline: lack of capital to \ yo 
replace equipment, increased energy . £ 4 
and labor costs, changes in composition : : y 4 
of the workforce—and less than perfect vo . , 4 
management. we : . , 4 

Inadequate management is, in turn, a . Cy 

Et eee ie E The foundations fora new Masters of Manufacturing Engineering are being 
1978, orily three accredited engineering laid this fall in the College of Engineering. 

programs of this type existed in the U.S. 

Industry has been bridging this per- 

sonnel gap by “converting” chemical, New SME Chapter Forms Eve) 
mechanical, and: electrical ‘engineers |. ———__" ee eee 

into manufacturing engineers with on- : 

the-job training. But modern manu- by Mark DeVries : 
facturing systems are becoming in- The Society of Manufacturing Engi- meeting was held on September 10, in 
creasingly complex; there is a great | neers, SME, is an international organi- room 174 of the Mechanical Engineer- 
demand for specialists who can more | zation for individuals from all areas of | ing Building. 
immediately implement state-of-the-art | manufacturing. With more than 60,000 A student member of SME benefits 
methods in order to bolster sagging | members in over 60 countries, its main from the values gained from profes- 
productivity. goals are to meet and share ideas, in- sional association with fellow members 

To satisfy the demand for technical } formation, and accomplishments. at society meetings. Also, SME’s re- 
leadership, the UW-Madison College of SME has over 230 senior chaptersand search and educational programs, pub- 
Engineering has developed a new de- | more than 90 student chapters. From its lications, conferences, and expositions 
gree program—the Master of Science in | earliest year, SME has been vitally con- are important and valuable assets to 
Manufacturing Systems Engineering | cerned with student members and stu- broaden a student’s horizons. 
(M.S.M.S.E.). If the UW Administra- } dent chapters. If you have any questions or would 
tion and Board of Regents approve the A new Society of Manufacturing _ like to sign up, please contact Professor 
proposal, the program can be put into | Engineers Students Chapter is being Marvin DeVries, room 164 in the 
effect in the spring of 1983. formed in Madison. The first chapter Mechanical Engineering Building. oO 

continued on page 24. 
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i AEE 
ASS WEES 

SOLER SOK SF 

\ EE ee AEE 
Sa KRESS AES SS SS eas a ical. civil 

\S eS eOIssce Ss astronautical, civil, OPPORTUNITIES 
SAE TO Sy electrical, mechanical and IN THE NEW 
ERE AIA ee nuclear. Hundreds of diverse USAF SPACE COMMAND 

SEES EF specialties are included in a wide 
Ser” fy variety of work settings. For La 

Seiy * Lf ~—_ example, an electrical engineer aa 
GIy ya Y may work in aircraft design, €S ae 

(yy YY / Vf space systems, power production, eS NRC 
4 fi |i communications or research. =< be id 

iL Lf LA A mechanical engineer might be yas eel 
Ss involved in aircraft structure =< 

Computer-generated design for investigating design, space vehicle launch pad renee RUSTE el 
Structural strengths and weaknesses. +: < a! Artist's concept the DSC? ofense Satellite 

construction, or research. Communications System satellite “(USAP photo.) 

Developing and managing Air PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY Recently, the Air Force 
Force engineering projects could COMES EARLY formed a new Space Command. 
be the most important, exciting IN THE AIR FORCE Its role is to pull together space 
challenge of your life. The AN “a igs wy operations and research and 
projects extend to virtually every oa \\\ a ] development efforts, focusing on 
engineering frontier. : ¥; ae | ue 7 the unique technological needs of 

aC 1 space systems. This can be your 
8 CAREER FIELDS eT. - = ea opportunity to join the team that 

. FOR ENGINEERS iw oo Ne \ Nowe. develops superior space systems 
ie my \ Bas rey | See WH a \s' A as the Air Force moves into the 
ee oD oa Hy A YS nik 4 3 ay twenty-first century. 

pee cate rs i Pea To learn more about how you 
C Pe al we a ’ eo My } Air Force mechanical engineer inspecting can be part of the team, see your 
t | ie , Wey ey aircraft jet engine turbine. Air Force recruiter or call our 
an % LN in sR Most Air Force engineers Engineer Hotline toll free 

a” So @ ‘4 have complete project 1-800-531-5826 (in Texas call 
i i ad responsibility early in their 1-800-292-5366). There’s no 
| i. ~, careers. For example, a first obligation. 

Air Force electrical engineer studying aircraft lieutenant directed work ona 
eleetiical bower supply aysten : new airborne electronic system 

Engineering Opportunities in to pinpoint radiating targets. : AIM HIGH 

the Air Force include these _ Another engineer tested the jet 
eight career areas: aeronautical, engines for advanced tanker and AIR FORCE 
aerospace, architectural, cargo aircraft. 

Sa | a a a a



Bouncing the Ball 

by John Wengler to see what kind of person you are. Of “entangled alliances” back at work. 
This pastsummer John Wengler played course, if you have major psychological So, after graduation don’t expect to é 

rolleyball every Thursday lunch-break problems, it might be better for you to simply trade your Converse for Flor- 
with his co-workers from the Village Hall forego these company outings. sheim. The way youcarry the ball might 
in Wilmette, Il, Presently though, John Not all sport matches will be the type influence your co-workers opinion of 
limits his physical workouts to climbing of passive sociological encounters just you. By displaying a good-sport atti- 
the ME buildings stairs to our office. described. A game could disguise an tude, your office partners will want to 

The grey suit might have impressed actual battle between office factions. work with you after returning to the ' 

the interviewer, but what’s really im- Battle lines could have already been drawing boards. o 
portant to your future co-workers ishow drawn atthe last staff meeting. Workers : 
you play the game—in athletic shorts. of opposing opinions will arrive at the 
Be it tennis, volleyball, or bowling, em- gym eager to out-run, out-shoot, and out- T h e 

ployee sports are important to the new laugh their adversaries. These “tube- . 
engineer looking for his/her spot in a sock wars” can be a healthy vent for Ald ica rb 

company. office tension, but much of the final 
At a company outing, employees step score depends on one’s behavior. If the 

from behind their desks to see each match is successful in calming tension, Facto r 
other as they really are. The actual serving a “no hard feelings” glance to 
game helps assimilate the newcomer the other side does well to close the by Jeff Needle 
into the office because everybody is conflict. Some workers, however, can A CEE . Joff Needle is al 
essentially equal wearing tennis shoes. remain as belligerent as before. If all uing ¢ manda v4 E ce te SL 
The gap between the bossand youseems your good-sportsmanship has had no Studion tie te oa s ee mG oH 

to shrink when you become teammates. effect, other measures are needed. Go a a fe ein es oye SOUNG ian 
Yes, we have all seen Dagwood Bum- ahead and ram a spike into the other oP of the we Enns te OL 

stead under pressure from Mr. Dithers court as a reminder of their simple of Progressive Engineers and Scien- 
during a “friendly” golf match. For- mortality; then lob over a look saying tists. . ‘ 

tunately, most bosses are not as two- “no more games, we have to learn to Most engineers haven’t heard of Aldi- 
dimensional as Mr. Dithers, and enjoy work together.” carb (there are probably one or two). It’s 
healthy competition from below. Use extreme caution. Therearemany pesticide that was used on potatoes to 

Attitude, not ability, is paramount. In factors involved in office politics that a kill potato beetles and nematodes. It 
a game, people take notice of how you new-comer is unaware of (e.g. jealousy _ happens to be a very effective pesticide. 
take criticisms, react to your own and vs. admiration, long-standing feuds, Since its first use in Wisconsin, in 1976, 
other’s mistakes, and accept victory as etc.). The trick lies in not buddying it it has been widely adopted by the potato 
well as defeat. Co-workers are then able up with only one side, thereby avoiding fae of the Central Sands area of the 

state. 
g Before getting into Aldicarb’s present 
s conflict, let’s review its history. It was 
= developed by Union Carbide in 1962. In 

Sale i < 1970 it was registered for use on cotton 
“alt sS crops, and by 1974 it became available 
a ee £ for use on potatoes. By the end of 1977, 

ae it, most of Wisconsin’s potato farmers were 
ae he. , 4 r applying Aldicarb to their land. 

_-~ » gS pe: 1° Temik, the trade name for Aldicarb, 
/ 4 ON WV ; , ee f is a non-carcinogenic but highly toxic 

2d we Vi D/ ie y eam. | a i cell pesticide. It’s chemical structure (for all ; 
$ hee ' é ae | A l you Chem. E.’s) is aliphatic oxime carb- 

bi iY bs gos ii aac, amate. To reach its non-toxic state, 
; a fx 7 Temik must go through several stages of 

eae * - ry ( - oxidation. Yet once the pesticide seeps 
: a Ls _ nd " : below the potato field, there is no longer 

=... x» _ — enough oxygen in the soil to complete 
ee oe / yy the oxidation breakdown. This is the 

ite Bahan Cy z | Ne =f root of the problem, for once Temik 
:, uesladaag BY | : Fa E sinks into the soil, it could remain there 
ili a , hi 2 : Tien: : for up to 20 years. It would then take a | 
TARE, eae A ia , relatively short time (a few years) for 

TSR, AE Sa the pesticide to reach through the sol t 
A complete athletic background can give a graduate confidence when entering Lr co aed Coen Pica 
company competition. Faced with the choice between homework or soccer, the Central Sands area.) 

student can rationalize the latter as a session in career development. " 
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Orchard Street Circuit Party 
_ by Steve Baker and Craig Smith degree. Kappa Eta Kappa’s goal over strong. And with the higher enrollment 

the years has been to provide electrical in engineering, it looks like they will 

Steve Baker and Craig Smith, who are engineering students with a well-mixed continue to grow and prosper. a 

seniors in electrical engineering, are professional and social atmosphere. —-Ha 
active members of Kappa Eta Kappa, the Since the Delta chapter of KHK was, 2 
electrical engineering fraternity. founded on the U.W. campus in 1924, 7 im, é 

ee : over 800 of its members havegraduated _ Mae : 2 
These days, most believe there should — from the school of electrical engineer- > sli ie % 

be more to college besides obtaining a ing. The current active membership is | a 
33 students, with 13 members living in a 

These toxins could be transported by the chapter house, located at 114 N. 7 
the moving ground water to water well Orchard Street. KHK members devote ‘ | 
intakes throughout the state. Even if time to the fraternity and themselves | . 
toxins were found in a well and Aldi- through various activities. These activ- frome ceainamesaiere NINE ei 
carbs use was immediatly illegalized, ities include organized study groups, >. 
the water user wouldcontinuepumping _ fraternity projects, intramural athletics + 
toxic water until theentire groundwater —_and social functions with both students a | te. 
system flushed itself out. and faculty members. See ee, 

The potato farmers on Long Island, The fraternity is currently involved in gle jghe , Signals a 
NY had been using Aldicarb about a an Exrpo-83 project that encompasses an [a segments <1 
year before its use began in Wisconsin. assortment of electrical engineering : “a 
In 1979, some NY environmentalists disciplines. Microprocessor and com- ean 
convinced the Sulfolk County Health puter control systems, optical commun- : i # : 
Dept. to conduct testing. They found ication links and power regulation are [_. La 
aldicarb in several ground water wells among some of the project experience ~ 
at low levels of concentration only 8to4 | membersare gaining. Practically every- 
years after it was put into use. one is involved, getting some handson jy, ,- iy Ke, B scapecaeadt “a5 

Despite Union Carbide’s protests, the technical experience as well as meeting es faa ee Pty fronts 
os i: ! 4 N. Orchard Street. 

pesticides’ use was banned on Long representatives from Honeywell, Texas 
Island. Then, during following year, Instruments, and other companies who 
testing was started intheCentralSands have shown interest in the project. 
area. The results were the same as in The alumni of KHK maintain their 

L.I.; aldicarb was present inthe ground interest in the fraternity through an 
water. A temporary ban was applied organization called The Delta Alumni 
against the protest of farmers and (of — Association of Kappa Eta Kappa. This N - 
course) Union Carbide. A more per- association was set up to keep a strong e& 
manent ban is now in effect and willnot —_|ink between students and the alumni get 

be removed unless strong evidence members, as well as the electrical engi- ea 
proves aldicarb won’t continue accumu- neering industry. To show their sup- 

lating in Wisconsin’s ground water. port, the alumni offer a scholarship 
There has been a recent development every semester to an active member who 

in Florida involving aldicarb’s use on has shown outstanding service to the 

the citrus crop. High leves of the toxic _ fraternity. They also offer consulting on GROCERY 
chemical have appeared in Florida’s career preparation as well as on various 
“wetlands.” In the wetlands, the water —_ fraternity projects, including the cur- cos ie coop 
table is almost at surface level, giving rent Exrpo project. CRBS fe 

the area a swampy character. There- Kappa Eta Kappais fortunate to have 
fore, when aldicarb was applied in the honorary members of the fraternity 
wetlands, it didn’t even have to spend which consist of 18 professors from the . 
time passing through soil to reach the gjectrical engineering department. One SL | ereess 

“ground water.” This has been, by far, of these professors is extra special since ¥ g 
the most serious health hazard aldicarb ho also is the fraternity advisor. Dr. R. cm 1 KA 
has presented to date. A. Greiner has been assisting KHK for a] MouNg oF 

It’s acredit to Wisconsin’s D.N.R. that the last 22 years with their administra- 8 z * 
they had the foresight to stop further tive and scholastic affairs. g 2 

contamination of our very high quality Just as the school of electrical engi- 
ground water. Itisn’toften thatthe pub- neering has changed and developed over nouns on FR 
lic’s future safety and interest areconsi- the years, Kappa Eta Kappa has also mon pee 
dered more important than short term experienced changes and development. SUN n-s 
economic interests of the private sector. With 58 years of service to the U.W.- 

4 Madison campus, KHK has grown 
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e Surlace Contingent 
A recent finding at the General Motors Research 
Laboratories has changed scientific thinking about 
the behavior of electrons in metal surfaces. This discovery 
provides a greater understanding of the fundamental 
physical processes involved in such surface events as 
adhesion, corrosion and catalysis. 

Sirtiee Aue lave | “| Cosvexnoss scientific Drs. John Smith, Jack Gay 
—j | thought treats virtually all and Frank Arlinghaus applied 

N of the valence electrons found in their theoretical analysis to the 
AN the surface atomic layer of a (100) surface of five metals: cop- 

, AN metal as if they are free to roam _ per, nickel, silver, rhodium and 
2 NN throughout the metal’s interior. palladium. They made bold predic- 
F ; Ay The work of three physicists at tions concerning the percentage 
5 Cu(100) Ny the General Motors Research Lab- _ of electrons in the surface atomic 
Z \\ oratories suggests otherwise. — layer to be found in surface states: 
E A AW Through calculations confirmed  Cu(36%), Ni(23%), Ag(23%), 

oa A N\' A by experimental data, the Rh(23%) and Pd(19%). The ratio of 
\ \\ theorists have shown that more _ the shaded area to the hatched 
a : ‘S than a quarter of the valence elec- area of figure 1 gives the percent- 

a \ \ ARD&iO trons in the top atomic layer of age for copper. 
Electron Energy some metals are effectively Electrons in surface states 

~ trapped in the surface. The pres- are not only abundant, but also 
Fini fiom did llimol dedronste ence of so many “surface state” highly localized on the surface. 
aillerniast alumie levee Shaded dred indicates electrons must be considered | Chemisorption on a metal is also 
electrons in surface states. when analyzing physical and confined to the surface region. 
Figure 2. Tien electron density contour maps of chemical surface phenomena, in- Figure 2 shows what happens in 
Come ce iste ae Orem? cluding such surface events as ox- the case of nitrogen chemisorbed 
showsa nilrogen-covered capper surface (dk. gray). idation leading to corrosion. on copper. The two contour maps 

coincide except in the surface 
re layer, where the interaction is 

largely exhibited. Localization of 
EES the interaction holds for the chemi- 

LN sorption of other gases, including 
LS ae I=S ——s L=—~S oxygen in the initial stage of 

DoS metal oxidation. These observa- 
yyy Sn (yh v= LC tions led the physicists to conclude 

Y We y) 2 h\ wo yD I Wo YS that surface states are important US )] MH) WS in chemisorption. 
One way to probe electrons 

\\ 7 GaN v/ V7 in surfaces is to chemisorb atoms 
i) \ \ { i ©) \ \) ! \ J ( on a clean metal surface and look 
ve} Il ' \O) } j | }) pe for changes in photoemission 
J | \ oH} ) i \ f } spectra. Such an experiment was 

“) C a ts a performed at GM for fractional 
monolayers of nitrogen, oxygen 

j \ \ { and sulfur on Cu(100). The domi- 
j ©) } : ©) ©) nant change in the photoemission 

J spectrum was the disappearance 
\ , of a large peak whose shape and 

Se TT as Lp ta n(n Mn Ta TO eM aR Ror a oan) mos ih)



energy location was independent One of the more stringent THER 
of the chemisorbed atom. It was of tests of the accuracy of the SCLO MEN 5) 
special interest that the shape and =method was an angular photo- ol . At | 
energy location of this peak was emission experiment conducted BEHIND yey 4) 
nearly identical to the envelope —_ by Heimann et al., at the Univer. THE, << i 
around the surface state peaks in sity of Munich subsequent to pub- WORK Yi PY 
figure 1. This suggests that sur- lication of the GM research. The \ Cr 
face state electrons play a major German research team confirmed Drs. Smith, Gay 73 
role in the chemisorption process. a prominent surface state band and Arlinghaus : ve — 

predicted by the three GM physi- are theorists in oS BV 
cists. This was the first time a the Physics De- i \\ RT a 
surface state band on a solid had partment at the aes - i 

HE THEORETICAL ad- been calculated prior to its being — General Motors Research Labora- 
vance at the heart of the dis- seen experimentally. The SCLO tories. 

covery is the “Self-Consistent | method makes possible something John Smith (center) and 
Local Orbital (GCLO) Method” for that could not be done before—ac- Jack Gay (right) received doctor- 
solving the Schrodinger equation. curate prediction of the actual be- ates in physics; Smith from Ohio 
This new mathematical method havior of electrons whirling State University and Gay from the 
was devised by the GM theorists around nuclei at the surface of a University of Florida. Frank Ar- 
to handle the classic dilemma _ metal. linghaus received his Ph.D. in 
posed by the self-consistency  re- "The large body of surface physical chemistry from the Mas- 
quirement. The characterization of | states we found on metal sur- — sachusetts Institute of Technology. 
electron behavior used to com- _ faces,” says Dr. Smith, “may be a John Smith, leader of the 
plete the equation must be consis- controlling factor in many physi- GM solid state physics group, did 
tent with the behavior predicted — cal and chemical surface phenom- postdoctoral work at the Univer- 
by the equation. In other words, — ena. By replacing conjecture with sity of California in La Jolla. He 
one almost needs to know the an- calculation, the new surface theo- joined General Motors in 1972. 
swer in order to make the calcula- retical methods give us the means Frank Arlinghaus and Jack Gay 

tion. to make major steps forward in joined the corporation in 1964 and 

Self-consistent solution of the analysis of surface and inter: 1965, respectively. 
the equation for a metal surface is face properties.” Each member of the team 
made exceedingly difficult by the brings to the project a different 

three-dimensional nature of the expertise: Smith in surface phys- 

electron density distribution. The ics, Gay in solid state theory, and 

theorists dealt with this challenge Arlinghaus in bulk band structure 
successfully by dividing the elec- calculations. 

tron density distribution into two 
parts—the first part due to over- 
lapping atomic density distribu- 
tions; the second part equaling the 
difference between this atomic 
contribution and the exact density G e n e ral M oto rs 

distribution. 
The future of transportation is here 
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Incandescent Centennial in Appleton 
by David Haak with an Edison salesman. No fish were pany grew. The five men’s vision of 

caught, but Rogers did land the great water producing electricity had come 
David Haak fow-sentyy + PE se idea of a generator system. : true. oO 

and Breen men fal Engineenteg. De Work began on the power plant in the g 
md oon g , early spring of 1882. By September 29, gS 
partment, and is from Appleton, eng ? Se S 
Wisconsin. three buildings were wired and waiting 5 

for power: Rogers’ home and papermill, q S 
One hundred years ago last Septem- and the Vulean Papermill. When the 8 

ber, two milestones occurred in Electri- final moment approached, the water s 
cal Engineering that changed the lifes- flowed, moving the turbin, and the wires /} 2 Mins 
tyles of everyone. The first, in 1882, was were connected—ZAP! nothing hap- 4 — a Leger S 
the operation of the first power company pened. , ee me 
to service homes—the Edison Electric Discouraged, the men sent a telegram a — Petes u ig a 
Illuminating Company in New York to Chicago asking for theexperthelpof Beas ae a oe = 
City. The second milestone was the E.T. Ames. Thenext day Amesarrived, eee § PS 
world’s first hydroelectric power plant, and he and the others frantically tried | x Se at 7 
built in the small town of Appleton, different connections, but still no power. | y, i Poe ne 

Wisconsin. The men were becoming tired and frus- 9 id 7 o.. 
Five men were responsible for the _ trated, but they kept trying. Eventually au de ¥ ; 

small hydro-plant in Appleton—A. L.  thelampinthedynamo room flickered a a — ha “ 
Smith, H. J. Rogers, H. D. Smith, C. A. dull red, then a bright yellow. With a gigs ere eo 
Beveridge and W. D. Kurz. All of the flash, the lamp burst into incandes- | 94 4 wg" : 
men except Kurz were founders of the cence. As onlookers watched in amaze- | oe ee oS 
Appleton Edison Light Company; Kurz ment, the lamp remained lit all night te a yh 
was the plant’s first superintendent and long. ee ‘ 2 
an electrical inventor. There were skeptics in the crowd who 4S SESE , 4 

The idea of a hydro-plant came to _ believed the idea would never catch on, The Worlds First Hydroelectric Central 
Rogers while he was on a fishing trip but the Appleton Edison Light Com- — Station. 

Fox Valley Festival of Light Delta Chapter 
by David Haak droplant. The Laser Light plow, per- Kappa Ela Kappa 

e formed by Laser Artistry, Inc. of Mil- 
In September 1882, in the small town waukee, featured brilliant colors over- SX of Appleton, Wisconsin, hydroelectric : ee AY 

power was born when five men began head reflected in the rippling waters y 5 

operation of the world’s first hydro- emt erature eee oe High ——$ 
electric generating plant. (Please see 9CN00! auditorium, the JO-minute show Nee \S > f 
accompanying story.) One hundred An outer it en atectiteine dee a 
years later, the city of Appleton is cele- : 5 jel cs 
brating this saicesaey With the Fox Music was provided by the rock band LY 
Valley Festival of Light. YAZZ. At the light show there was also . ; 

4s : ‘ hort presentation “A River of Vi The celebration was kicked off Friday oh ” the histovieal Fox Bi ee 
evening, October 1, with a parade and BNSS (OM: ENE DISUONICe! OX. aver f LING IA 
light show near the site of the first hy- Valley. ! "OB 

. The new Paper Valley Ballroom was ‘ — is é 

the scene Saturday evening for the C — 2 
= Electric 80’s Ball. Partygoers, dressed SKAMTAY YG KAMTAF 1 we in fashions of the 1880’s period, danced CHTA) 

a to the tunes of the Lawrence Brass 
C7 _ NG Quintet. The finale on Sunday was an ice 

((oV cream social. 4 ii ii iy 7 
x» fla SS O Throughout the three-day event, there ofes: sional Electrical Engineering 

((cyy —N)) a were riverboat and trolley car rides, Fraternity 
y< OAL ALAA wl music, crafts, dancing and a variety of 
y . 4882-1962 / cultural affairs. Historical homes, the 

Co N hice whatedome J Dard Hunter Museum, the Institute of 114 NORTH ORCHARD STREET 
“eS OF Paper Chemistry, and the Lawrence MADISON, WISCONSIN 53715 
ya ee py University campus were all open to the 

FEST public. There were also three days of 
World Class Cycle Racing and sailboat PHONE: 
racing on the Fox River. o (608) 257-1354 
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of opportunity in fibers 
It’s the world of Kimberly-Clark, where invent- ere Camm aac taal 

ing, innovating and adapting natural and syn- being part of a company which has been profit- 

thetic fiber technologies into products sold in able, even during years when others weren't. 

AUTO Meret ca CM CMOL Tam Chao) MLM Oe CI Lela 
you can discover if your major is: Kimberly-Clark’s world of fibers is the oppor- 

tunity to choose career development in either 

@ MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEERING technical or management areas...It’s the oppor- 

@ CHEMICAL ENGINEERING tunity to use your abilities in different parts of 

@ ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING the country, or in 21 different countries...And 

..for many it’s the opportunity to enjoy loca- 

Raa UI TM Sed Leel aCe MOL ato OMT M ULM LCT SCREEN aca uh 

ss the pulp and paper industry. to both your working and leisure hours. 

Kimberly-Clark’s diversity of products requires Our world is one in which you'll find your ideas 

unique and innovative equipment and _ tech- appreciated and rewarded...And it’s a world 

niques, which in turn require unique and inno- which truly earns, not demands, your respect 

vative people...People who enjoy dealing with and loyalty. 
and solving the challenges and problems of large- 

scale equipment...People who academically have The world of fibers can be your world of oppor- 

shown they're dedicated to applying themselves tunity with Kimberly-Clark. To begin discover- 

and their skills to being the best in their fields... ing it, visit your campus placement office or 

Mahe 

€3 Kimberly-Clark Corporation Neenah Wisconsin 54956 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Making Products From Fibers To Meet Peoples Needs



Engineer’s Library CIC Vv 
66 ” - Spe ea On a Clear Day You Can See GM C a 

. = a A book written by John DeLorean = Le ef 
ee oes Days ae Qe -% mayed by corporate politics, which he 
fle i ae ay Ei ae _-—}) © illustrates with anecdotes. One deals 
ise hale ue ay dite SCTE TN ov Wi with sales people eager to please their FGREIS TEED UNOS: ie ee ee S boss. Finding that he liked beer and 
John DeLorean discusses many practi- bn rr 2 _-<c= = sandwiches before going to sleep, they 
cal engineering solutions with a back- ee ee © reserved the boss a hotel room and 
drop of Detroit's factories and board- Pd a eet ented a refrigerator stocked with both. 
rOOMS. i Baik oe However, the refrigerator would not fit 

a through the door, at which point the 
Imagine yourself as a vice-president i employees had the refrigerator installed 

of one of the largest corporations in the through the window by means of a 
world. You earn $650,000 a year and are crane. 
poised loassume the presidency. Butthe =~ Most of DeLorean’s remarks concern 
higher you climb the corporate ladder, System and generated greater profits in more important matters, such as the 
the greater your disillusionment grows. the process. He became a vice-president immorality of many high-level corpo- You are dissatisfied with the corporate in 1972, while still in his mid-forties. rate decisions. For example, GM man- 
system and see no way of changing it. Although DeLorean is best known for agement was warned that the rear sus- 
Finally only one option makes itself his business successes, he was also a pension of the Chevrolet Corvair made it clear, You quit. talented engineer. The book provides a prone to spin-outs. The warnings were 

A nightmare? For John Z. DeLorean, great deal of insight on engineers and ignored, and several deaths resulted 
a precocious General Motors executive, their profession. DeLorean notes that from the instability of the car. He feels 
this story was a reality. DeLorean’s Many engineers become consumed ina that such decisions are made because 
frustration with GM resulted in the project “almost to the exclusion of all the corporate system urges conformity 
publication of the bestseller, Ona Clear else.” Engineers tend to be fiercely to corporate goals, and those who refuse 
Day You Can See Gencral Motors. The proud of their work and suspicious of to conform find themselves branded as 
book gives a unique perspective on the products designed elsewhere. A case in uncooperative. The individual execu- 
mechanizations of a mammoth corpor- Point concerns the Vega, a GM sub- tives almost always have a very high ation, an account untouched by publie Compact of the seventies, which was moral character; the problem lies with relations and staffs and unrestrained by largely designed by the GM Corporate _ the individual only insofar as he lets 
fears of retribution upon the author. Engineering Staff. Chevrolet marketed career ambitions obscure his moral However, the narrative is not totally and produced the car, but the engineers judgment. . 
objective, since the book focuses in on there disliked it, since they had little continued on page 30. 
the opinions of one executive, and adis- input into its initial design. Their dis- ee gruntled one at that. taste for the car was justifiable, for it S-er eee. i ag. 3 
cn ~~ had an inadequately developed alumi- >, a eee 4 

1 num engine and a poor reputation in ye ae = 
The book 1S less as general. (In fact, the first Vega pro- ia ~ [Nh 5 

an idictment of One totype’s front end fell off one mile into a = . CSE, wate .* = 
° road testing.) Se.) |. eee 

particular corpora- DeLorean credits his engineering and et -—. i, =a . e4s business success in part to his technical — 4 | gs. ST ia tion than asa critique training, which developed his ability to agai a 7 _ 
of the corporate sys-_ think logically and solve complex prob- | RL eed Ex: . ” lems by breaking them down into their |) ss Te 
tem in general. simpler components. In fact, he found | | oe ee 

his duties as a manager more demand- __ oe = = 
Though dissatisfied, John DeLorean ing than those as an engineer. He - ~ Keene 

had a fantastic career at General commented, a a 1. AO Motors. He was hired as a Pontiac engi- “ 4 SS = 
neer in 1956. His engineering skill and pleat a aman oe “ _ a ie anagerial capacity were quickly ree. P/eated. Engineer isa very logical and RIMMER "pee seniged | he benaine ata nn precise science. The answers are all there ew a | 
manager of Pontiac, where he increased" 0! mathematics. y ms -_ a 

sales by introducing exciting, trend- Perhaps DeLorean found manage- — : — . setting automobiles. He later headed ment more complex than engineering aoe ‘ i. : : 2 Chevrolet Division, the operations of because his experiences with people, <1] ree cy -— which were vast and poorly organized; unlike those with automobiles, were  & carrey oe 
DeLorean modernized the management _ often illogical. He was particularly dis- Sr 

20) 
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Das Olympiadach in Miinch 
ee 

by Karen Biesman i P 4a As 
cs, § 4 J va = 

The Parisian Eiffel tower, a small A oR sA74 & 

hydroelectric dam tucked up in a Nor- de “ RS Vid J S 

wegian fjord, and the streamlined JA j = 

tubes” in London: engineering marvels i hh 4 MY ee 
abound throughout Europe. Among the pa oy 74 yy = 

Continent’s most striking projects is the ¥y Lf] MA yj a 
1972 Olympic Village in Munich, West As I ffy rT) or or 
Germany. Visitors are immediately im- be Nolahaly ct <a > i ve Cr 

pressed by its graceful but harsh de- SE A As : go A 
signs. Some are intrigued by its bizarre CD ie ve Z “ eb e 
lines, while others are repulsed by the J Leip ed ‘ 4 ae? EF 

unorthodox character. Opie > i oe i ‘| 
Met I bist the ff eas 

: > WAFL ag Zz 
> AZT ae A P 

we ee Oa ae A ; 
s pom pe {i res 
ae ee ar 
s pe Se. lhe y aT 1 4 
3 FB Mig oP Wid é 

I. Ek~e a on | yl ieee 

ns i. * a “eg oo ney 4 a i 

f . i ce “7 Eo . From an engineering point of view, it more than just structural engineering 

a ee — ey a perfect example of the wonders of tourists. The Olympic Village hosts 

pe rect ao | cable construction. many athletic events. The swimming 

ig oir ” | The 80,000 square meter roof is an _ pool in which Mark Spitz set precedents 
: a — 7 oa interweaving of multistrand steel cables by winning five gold medals is now open 

Ts a ; which support clear acrylic sheets. The to public swimming. The athlete’s quar- 

il * ; | network isanchored on nodaltubesupto ters, familiar to many because of the 

, — eae 80 meters long. This lightweight con- televised coverage of the hostage crisis, 

oe ae or struction is economical, and the translu- are now low-cost apartment units. Oo 

pisiscencinon emg aye 4 Sea cent sheets allow the sun to naturally YEE eon tne von Bite 
es Kee light the playing surfaces, thereby re- A CEE senior, Kare n Biesman photo- 

e emesis | 5 oe graphed Das Olympiadach during her 
20 = ducing electricity costs. n-weele * 7 ve : — 7 . : ten-week exploration of Europe this past 

ae. = Today, Das Olympiadach caters to summer. 

@ i 

\ a a oo kee gp ns 
wee 4 | Se 

to > ae ¥ 
: til, | . a | ~ wa = . . 
z he Pema ‘ oe A a iin, 

CS \ ee sw eet) | | we ly 
i wage / Ui 4 Sl oa , gems 
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by Eric Louckes Dakota. Since the lake was in the public , remove up to 50,000 acre feet per year 
domain, ETSI planned on offering as | fora period of fifty years. At least 17% of 
much as ten percent of the total project | this water will be made available to 

This is third of a series of Environmen- | cost to entice the state government into | municipalities in South Dakota along 
tal Issues articles that Erie Louckes has | selling its water. The company’s stra- | the route to Gilette. Interestingly 
contributed to the Wisconsin Engineer. | tegy was also to outprice any other peo- | enough, this provision makes the Oahe- 

ple wishing to use the water. By corner- | Gilette portion of the project eligible for 
It would be difficult to find a city-| ing the market, ETSI wanted to ensure | public financing. This substantially re- 

dweller with complaints about the cost | the state would seriously consider the | duces the interest rate ETSI will have to 
of water. In fact, in all U.S. cities, the | offer right away. South Dakota, one of | pay to obtain the capital for construct- 
water itself is free; home owners only | the more economically depressed states, | ing the pipeline. 
pay their share of the cost for the distri- | was ready to negotiate, and even had As a result of the contract, ETSI will 
bution system’s pumps and pipes. some unexpected incentives to offer. | be paying more than 1000 dollars per 
Water is also “free at the source” to | The Governor’s Office and the Depart- ! acre foot for the Lake Oahe water, 250 

farmers, who must only drill a well and 
pumpitout. Yet,theequipmenttooper-| "ik Se. A a | Clg gee 2 
ate a large irrigation system is too ex- — . a ae a ~~ oF es 
pensive for individuals toundertake.In| a), — Se ee gs 
this light, state governments have| =» ss er ® a *) vy ee ke te = 
always considered cash grantsfor water | NEG — oS _ ee 
systems in their farming sectors worthy oe owe — ee ee 
investments (considering the increased (oo MG co ray “i Was + po 
crop productivity). _ Seen Me er 

The point is, no entity has ever been oe ia. a Ree? 4 ayy P44 
actually selling water to anybody.| | 4) ayy ‘ : a 
Water has always been a cost-free re- oo i a _,~ se Be aa 
source with infinite value, at least until 8 oe ae Pads oa ae 
last January. That was when a com- a a ee A ak, : , 
pany, Energy Transportation Systems | | — PB Seka ’ 
Inc. (ETSI), signed an agreement to buy | & eS Meee % : a — 
50,000 acre feet of water fromthe State| =! = § _ Ms JZ - : 
of South Dakota. ETSI wantstousethe| |g : fs Pes ~~ 
water in acoal slurry pipeline; planned | | 4" ag - ty .y Wf r ae — 
to transport the coal mined in Gilette,| | = 7 = a J ‘ aot ft _ 
Wyoming to southern states. The price: | | = _ ae et | —  .. 
an eye-brow raising 9 million dollars a | | 99" 4 [oe _ «a 

year. | i eo EO « ee 
ETSI’s long-term forecast concluded oe So oS — >» 

that the cheapest meansofshippingcoal | |= = 7 4 a el eg 
from Gilette to plants in Oklahoma and | | = gy _. y 
Louisiana would be to pump it there—a oe: om Se a 4 
concept similar to the Alaskan Pipeline. ss ' ee 
The coal will be pulverized at the Gilette a ee 
mine, mixed with an equal volume of in : . 
water to make a slurry, and then sayy ao 
pumped south. At the other end of the oo : ee 
pipe, the coal would be centripetally Ps “ ce 
removed and the water purified and 

discharged. The original source of all | ment of Water and Natural Resources | dollars will go to the State of South 
this water was a groundwater deposit | pushed through legislation that cleared | Dakota. In comparison, irrigation water 
near Gilette. A complete analysis of the | up legal hitches in the state’s adminis- | from nearby Nebraska costs 10 to 40 
deposit concluded the project would | trative code. dollars per acre foot (but the source can- 
significantly lower the area’s water The final deal was signed by the par- | not supply the required volume). Even 
table. This would mean the water supply | ties in January, 1982. Under the agree- | at the extreme price, ETSI will come 
cost would increase with time, and also |_ ment, South Dakota will receive 5 mil- | out way ahead because it will get suffi- 
create costly legal problems for the | lion dollars over the next three years | cient water ata fixed price for 50 years, company. It was concluded that pump- | just for drawing up the contract. This Compared to its competitors, ETSI is ing water from another water source | money’s purpose is to defray any legal | furthest down the coal slurry ‘road and would prove a more economical plan. expenses the state might encounter | due to its pipeline experience ETSI can 

ETSI did not have to look too far fora | while clearing the way for the project. | expect big dollar returns when similar 
dependable water source by finding] Once water starts flowing from Lake | deals are made in the future. 
Lake Oahe: a tremendous impoundment} Oahe to Gilette, ETSI will then pay 9 It is unclear whether or not the ETSI- 
of the Missouri River in eastern South’ million dollars annually for the right to continued on page 30. 
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Li WE’RE LOOKING FOR f= ENGINEERS WITH THEIR 

An Air Force engineer must Angeles and flight opportunities to 
accept a few basic principles. those qualified. Plus all the 
Working on projects such as the respect and prestige due an officer 
SR-71 is complex, stimulating and in the Air Force. There is 
never routine. A challenge like something distinctly professional 
the SR-71 calls on the best from about an Air Force Officer. 

the electrical, mechanical, The Air Force offers a variety of 
astronautical, aeronautical and challenges for engineering, math, 
civil engineering disciplines to computer or physical science 

handle some of the toughest majors. Both technical and 
avionic problems. Air Force managerial positions are available. 
engineers experience this in their To find out more about the Air 
first year of service. Force, call or write: 

An Air Force engineer can expect 3555th USAF Recruiting Squadron 
a lot in return. Assignments on 2266 North Prospect Avenue 
state-of-the-art aircraft, duty Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 
locations from Boston to Los 414/291-3949 (collect) 

J3\) 08% 

FORGE 
AIM HIGH! 
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(cont, from page 12.) 

=r _... »<{ > 8) departments—chemical, electrical, | | i a | 5 
| ~*~ os |\ af 2] mechanical, metallurgical, and indu- ll ty fs 

: RN H)s| strial. Certain courses offered by the a I S 
ee : £| School of Business can also be chosen. — a < 

Sy a $| The student must, however, elect at o 2 
ii > = 2] least one course in each of four areas— oan ee es é 

—— S ag A materials science, production processes oe 
a and their control, production planning none 

gi Ee and control, and production and opera- Ot Ee a 
boo » Pt tions management. In addition, infor- be = eS ——--, 
a 4 oa mal seminars on “hot” topics such as “8 WLLL 
— i. ~ CAD/CAM can be developed and taken : Zz 

oo throughout the student’s period of study a LE: 
fo J for the degree. i tym 

es Another rather innovative feature of Z S& ee 

r the new program is the encouragement > A zm Zz Pe pe 
' | ] of mutually beneficial industry-univer- A A A Z VA = oe 
: ho |) sity interaction. For example, employ- AA vA Ze A YA la 

: tne esi jay fees might be sent to Madison for a (47 ae A Vv“ : 
| . | i" vf i special 12 month program of study lead- Ce vA 4 , 
| | | \ 1 ing to the degree. Or a company might eA 
1” p | \e@h sponsor an individual’s thesis work on a a ae 
wiped ' ; i. | problem of interest to the industry. If @eEex | 

there is sufficient demand, evening eee 
Unlike many traditional master’s | classes and alternate course sites could} grasp of the many technical and busi- 

programs, the M.S.M.S.E. is an inter- | also be incorporated into the program to] ness issues affecting manufacturing 
disciplinary program. In order to fulfill | provide more study opportunities for| productivity. Their job—improving 
degree requirements (24 credits includ- | full-time industrial workers. America’s productivity—will be chal- 
ing a thesis, 30 credits with no thesis), Because of the program’s interdisci-| lenging and difficult, but it needs to be 
the graduate student can select from a | plinary nature and “real world” connec-| done if the U.S. is to continue to compete 
list of courses taught by faculty mem- | tions, students receiving the M.S.M.S.E effectively in the international market- 

bers of most of the College’s engineering | degree should graduate with a good! place. o 

Business card advertisements speak to the UW Engineer before the interview begins. 

Call our Advertising Editor, John Hochberger, for details. 

th Ch ™ Mm» 
e (©) om ttm 

. oA 

university travel se 
office OX et 

256-2563 (wh Nene 
TN oin the 

; Engi Club ee on a os n £ Ineer u 
i = a cake sot 

iad . eas) Open to Anyone in the Engineering Profession: 
SABRE COMPUTERIZED Student, Teacher or Whatever (Ask at Bar) . 

SERVICE TO ALL MEMBERS: 

Specializing In Every Thursday—9-12 P.M. 

Corporate Accounts - Students - 
Professors - General Public. 
Fully Appointed To Represent or 
All World Wide Airlines - Your choice of two 12 07. beers, 8 07. wine, or liquor-soda drinks for the price of one or 50¢ 
Rail - Steamship . Groups - Auto Rental a any imported beer with presentation of Engineer Club Card. (Limit one 2 for 1 per person) 
Hotel . Motel lembership card holders entitled to $1 off pitchers of beer every Thursday 9:00 ‘til midnight 

iN CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED Z sh %, 
VX] \ iy One Block East %, Free Fresh Popped 

Across From Union South am of Camp Randall Popcorn to Complement 
1300 W Johnson 2 at 1421 Regent ¥ ) Your Beverage 
Corner of - Randall & Johnson - 
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Who Insulates During the Summer? 
by David Barnas Coal Gasification Plant square mile in area. In order to pinpoint 

ITI was contracted to insulate 3000 the exact locations of pipes to be insu- 

David Barnas has a long record of valvesand flanges in anew $350 million lated, we used isometric drawings. 
involvement in ASCE, Triangle Frater- coal gasification plant being built by These show north, east and elevation 
nity, and the Wisconsin Engineer Chevron in southwest Wyoming. This coordinates in perspective. 
magazine. In writing this article, he huge plant will provide gas for cities as The Covers 
wished to convey his experience as a far east as Chicago. It will purify sour The outer fabric of the cover is a 
summer employee of a small firm to gas, which forms when acidic water woven fiberglass material which is heat, 

remind interviewing students that big- leachesoutsulfur from coal depositsand wear, and corrosion resistant. The insu- 
gest is not necessarily best. contaminates the nearby methane with _ lation covers wrap around pipes carry- 

As energy costs continue to increase, hydrogen sulfide. Hydrogen sulfideisa ing steam at temperatures as high as 
the value of energy conservation pro- highly toxic gas and must be precipi- 550°F. The pipes must be insulated for 

ducts will also increase. In the petro- tated out of the methane before it is acoustic, heat conservation, and safety 
chemical industry, insulation covers for burned. This solidified sulfur will not go | purposes. The insulation, a pre-formed 

piping are “penny wise” investments for to waste; it will be processedatanearby calcium silicate material, is secured 

keeping extremely hot pipes warm. plantalsounder construction. Chevron’s around the pipe by sheet metal, which 

Insulation Technology Incorporatedisa coal gasification plant is the first full- provides a water-tight seal for the 
company that produces custom de- scale project of its type. insulation. 
signed insulation covers. The company ITI employed a group of UW-Madison At pipe flanges, which connect pipes, 

was co-founded by UW-Madison gradu- students totake measurements of valves gaskets need to be changed periodically. 
ate Greg Mann(Chem E72). Ithas been and flanges for these insulation covers.I Gaskets also need to be changed at gate 

in business for about three years. By was one of those students who travelled valves, which are irregularly shaped. 
combining sound technology with inno- to Wyomingandspentsix weeksdimen- Here, flexible insulation covers have the 
vativeness in hurtling obstacles, the sioning covers. Afterwards, I spenttwo advantage of easy removability during 

company has continued growing stead- weeks in production of the covers in gasket maintenance. The flexible covers 

ily. ITI isan excellent casein the practi- Niles, Illinois. are also easier to wrap around gate 

cal applications of engineering and The Chevron Carter Creek Coal Gasi- valves. 
management skills. fication Plant is enormous: about one Gate valves have a bonnet protruding 

perpendicular to the flow and require 
special covers. The valve takes the shape 

: : : of two interesting cylinders. You may 
Are youa Wisconsin Engineer? recall from calculus that the intersec- 

. . tion of two cylinders forms a sine curve. 

Put yourself in the columns supporting the WE by This fact is used in the production of 
placing your advertisement in the engineering} fle valves. which can be broken into 
student’s magazine. oo Valves and fittings are held in place 

a = by bolts, which must be removed longi- 
ae Cte aae tudinally with the pipe. The hard insu- 

- Alumni La... 24 4 lation only extends to the outer edge of 
_— 7 go. Z the bolt head. We take measurements of 
a. nominal pipe size, flange ratings, and 

- Local Commerce 7. : 1 be bolt lengths. From the bolt lengths, the 
ast a : overlap of bolt length (plus an added 

- Interviewing Company a tg tolerance of 1”) is added to the cover on 
ae one end. On the other end a dimension 

= ‘ p “x” is added. This extra length provides 
ee . : room for a wrench to remove the nut 

Vea =e = aoe the bolt. Ted enEion “x” Varies 
Wa q a with pipe size and flange rating, and is 

Call John Hochberger, Jat, wate " wf used in line flanges. 
Advertisi ng Editor, Som _ Some lines need added heat to insure 

Li bs es that the sulphur inside does not solidify. 
at 608-262-3494 oa 5 The extra heat is provided by a steam 

continued on page 29. 
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Autumn Campus Officers 
i C= 

compiled by Man Ken Cheung 
i i i 

a a 1 
Alpha Chi Sigma LP a oe 
Andrew Taylor - President; Ellen - Pa : .~ " 

Bergstrom - Vice President; Brian oo. _— aa 
Ottom - M.C. p ‘¥ 3 att ». SS 

SE ee a (eS Cos AN ’ 7 
oP oe, tO A. \Re oe. 

American Nuclear Society i. fo \Z LAN Co Ce 
Steve Zinkle - President; David Dean wh FP ‘ i So yo . ’ oe : a | 

- Vice President; Shari Farrens - io eR 4 , : es _ 3 " ae . 
Seeretary: Lauri Loebel - Treasurer. | Ge oN Oe a co. eet a 

ees OC i 4 \ 
Rese te Coy on ne | 

American Society of Agricultural Rice, ey mn ° i ~ | 
Engineers Roe kk 4 ee A : ! 

John Patterson - President; Kevin pele Se 4 
Torgerson - Vice President; Diane poe oe Saea| : . : 
Ferrari - Secretary; Tom Sendelbach | eget. mans einen 
- Treasurer; Harvey Stieve - Scribe; | [RRS dsieanennian inet . 
Andy Seiber, Peter Breyer - Ag. ATS OSC MI aU eh aad . . a4 
uf iF ay Peprese ives: Te . . . . pr S 

foo 7 "Spo te t ‘ha i — : ae Wisconsin Black Engineers Student Society Htoy Steve Sah 

Krause Sanit Kelm _ Soeial Cane i ie Front: Kattie Grant, President; Ed Mooney, Correspondence; Darita Reid, Secretary. 

fees Tom Garvey - Crrviciliii ‘Ad. | Back: Jefferey Williams, Treasurer; Carl Young, Vice President. 

visor. 

American Society of Chemical 
Engineers 
Mark Rounds - President; Debbie 

; ne Larsen - Vice President; Tom Pulse - 
4 Secretary; Dale Schmidt - Treasurer; 

; v jj Kristen Scharf - Program Director. 

om oe. di tt - BN mm <- % American Society of Mechanical 
1 i, J  - ; Engineers 

1g Vins ae aS) | | < eon Mary Ellen Renne - President; Mary 
» & ras | | ee. Semrad - Treasurer; Carol Dexter - 
. t 2 ¥ vy | Secretary; Tom Hurrish and Ed Dzir- 
cat ®# & &e = / ‘ : bik - Polygon Representative. 

Bilge | re +e 4 | ee an 
om ee Ye | : Democratic Organization of Progres- 
(ed sy e F id —— 2 - P sive Engineers and Scientists 

in a: ? a 4 , 4 i 1 Everybody is President of D.O.P.E.S. 
NY se) Saale eect ty 

American Society of Agricultural Engineers Pholo by Steve Salvo Eta Kappa Nu 
From left: John Patterson, President; Kevin Toryerson, Vice President; Diane Ferrari, Norman Tiedman - President. 
Secretary. 
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meres | ee 
i ee i | a 

Institute of Electrical and Electronic | | Jaamm Po ae i . Siocon sheen | 

Engineers LC ll eek a | \ if 5 ee a 
Glen Shires - Chairperson; John |} at 7” oa 4 Ney Ad (a ee L 

Bredesun - Vice Chairperson; Dan |) (ANY ee | 7 / ay e 47 
Chase - Treasurer; Sara Mattox - | cw Meauatlll, is ae ea 

Scie ie ee | ae a 

Kappa Eta Kappa “ : 4 oY : 
Joseph Muehlenkamp - President; Screed ecneecsitGe ee. ll { . 

Randy Kremske - Vice President; ‘ Se F a) 1 ‘ r 
Dave McFarland - Treasurer; Bob | \ Sage KHkK y : 

Molde - Secretary; Gary Drexter - |. eS Sey 1 t 
Pledge Trainer; John Chionchio - ». due an OR: } 

Social Chair. < Sd i »\ ram). é a 

Se atin # fi ‘/ : ' 4 
ANN | Kappa Eta Kappa Photo by Steve Salvo 

: ; From left: Joseph Muehlenkamp, President; David McForland, Treasurer; Joseph Ruzos 

Phi Bte Sigma Jr., Executive Board Member; Gary Choncholas, Exec. Board Memb Dennis Tiedt - President. r., Executive Board Member; Gary Choncholas, Exec. Board Member. 

Pi Tau Sigma 
Carol Dexter - President. 

a as al } mo » : Theta Tau 
4 9 a4 a ' 1 mae! pe. Dennis Olson - Regent; Patti Bowen - 
Need i . é © ae * 3 * ‘) Vice President; Laura Brins - Scribe; 

Jilite. aly C2) VS . ; ve Bert Schultz - Treasurer; Dave 
if A ye / a A Schultz - Professional Development 
wy oF ape MINS ve Si £4 j Chairperson. 

’ — ees Pte q Ya j i a ae TO 

ag mye om “oe *) Triangle Fraternity 
ed eee Oe en George J. Hensesky - President; 

Lis a Y = or 4 A TP rurnane 4 Robert N. Rafson - Vice President; 

ae mast * Be. settle. James A. Sanic - Secretary; David P. 
wae altace Ae Neca Barnas - Treasurer. 

American Nuclear Society Photo by Steve Salvo - easurer. 

Front: Shari Farrens, Secretary; Dave Dean, V.P.; Steve Zinkle, President; Lauri Loehel, |~—_ —@-————?? 

Treasurer. Back: Jeff Sniegowski, Governor; John Mulvenna, Governor; George Penn, 3 ie 

Governor; Bob Sindelar, Public Relations. Wiseonsin Black Engineers J L ; Hattie Grant - President. 

Society of Automotive Engineers ™ 
Dan Otis - Vice President; Keith Se oe a 
Abraham - Treasurer; Greg Schwandt age = | 

- Secretary; Mark Hoschuh - Polygon ‘ e Va : 

Representative. ~~ A+ 

er a aD i ~ 8 . ad Pd a : 
s ya“ nf A A + q 

Society of Manufacturing Engineers a wt 7. , me ry am) bel ‘ 

Officer Candidates: Stuart Dobson, a ~— as CP, nS pas j 

Wark DeVries, Shaw Ching Fens, | Aj) fale “galae SmtZ G7 JMB.) -~ 
James Issos, and Firouzrh Keshmiri. £ ’ ee ae 4 

ol 

Society of Women Engineers . . or : — 
Cindy Vaessen - President. American Society of Civil Engineers Photo: by.Slewevala 

Front: Kristen Scharf, Program Director; Debbie Larsen, Vice President; Mark Rounds, 

President. Back: Tom Pulse, Secretary; Dale Schmidt, Treasurer. 
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66 . 7 . G 59 So, How Did Registration Go? 
7 wn mee a ee by John Frohna | Junior Cindie Jaworski - “I had a lot of Ble ae aie i 

When 42,300 students, a record num- | help from the girls on my wing. It took a . oe” Oy) 3a 
ber, hit the registration lines, a lot of | lot of running around. Everyone says f. ee es ce, 
interesting things were sure to happen. | that junior year is the easiest and that a eee a 
For some students, registration went | you get all the classes you want and I — eo _ = 
smoothly, without any hitches whatso- | did.” oF — sy ee fe he 
ever. On the other hand, some people]. _ ~«» 4 et - “ meme lam : 
encountered what may be described as s we nae 1 “a ey 
“minor problems.” When John Frohna eal ll ge ee | ee ™ 201 
of the Engineer staff asked various reg- ro i a a. aS er -_ 
istrants the question, “How did regis- | , «d : ee ice a” =~ ~~ AR tie 
tration go?” he received many different | [m co? a <a < “ 7 Ben 
and fascinating responses: A aK Ge A . 0 ~~ 4 te eo Pl . z ,¢ 

7. .— * oe oe CY < ; / ; a a a) 3 aN ares SS 

Sal : aet- My, SRR | AQlesg — a 
a we A= OT ae J - hy Freshman Scott Brown - “It was easy. &  ' a - lr 9 sae I didn’t get my original schedule but I come. «6 ey Oe moved some classes around and it 

: e ._ ; ya ‘ worked. Calculus was tough, but it 
oe ee — yi wasn’t as bad as the horror stories I had ~~ — ee _™ | heard.” a 

= Oe se " 
3 ee in g Sy +, 2. ow WS We ee 

IE 2 % ae 
so . ae ..| Senior trans. Jim Rupno - “It’s a very / ae. Senior Alphonse Perkins - “For me it : ; 2 ~, 7 went fine. Others had more of a prob- ne oe te _ @ eal Jom : 

lem Many ae tie closed a courses at the University Extension in e / + a i 
: soa . Menasha, so I registered as a senior. It | ~~ a i 2 ld 
oO was still worse than anything I have ee 

mes em | seen. I guess the hardest part was find- oe | a 5 Ara ing all the buildings.” °| eS Where 
Lu eR e . 

ge a gi Bf vi . 

na 4 we Opa, 

i = mi is, \ r, -y Graduate Hsin-Yi-Lai - “It went very ie a wh WW ai smoothly this semester. Being from 
on es. » . iy os 8 Taiwan, my first semester was much 

fo - FF } _ , = a harder because of the language prob- 

\ ‘ no, wer 7 oe — ! John Frohna and photographer Steve 
‘ry am <a \ Salvo took to the streets asking this eter- 

~ NE nal question and got the following re- 
Sophomore Julie Brill - “It took me sponses. Both are freshman engineers 
only 40 minutes. I got all of my classes. It S | and new members of the Wisconsin 
was definitely easier than last time.” © a ta Je! Engineer staff. —). Ee 
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pw block of wood 2” thick attached to a thin 
Freshman Tom George - “There were piece of wood, commonly aruler, is used : 
conflicts and I had to switch some {o insure tangency when placing the Chemical 

classes. It was iorse than everything I “Rafsonometer” (named after the inven- Engi . 
heard. 5 tor, Robert Rafson.) The ruler butts up ngineering 

= against the tracing and the point of tan- Opportunities 
y _ | % gency is marked on the flange. Then a 
Co ‘ ___& circumferential measurement is made pean mrapeatch & Development 

Vi be 5 A gz from a known point to the mark as one for Chemical Engineers to become a 
a. a — ~~ z dimension. The second dimension is the part of their research team. Although 
wee | distance from the flange into or out of we at Searle R&D employ the latest 

o ae 2)—S—S—~—~—SGStthe paper as shown. technological advances to increase 
z aie ;_ Another impractical method was to Cet CSE ee ene 

Q J _ : use sheet metal protractors to obtain an just technology. We need the creativity 
; _ azimuth reading. Unfortunately, this and commitment of professionals who 
Se would require a different protractor for ual nelb us achieve our goals. We need 

a j LN each flange diameter. Since a 66” dia- Selene. your dedication: to) 

<= / 4 7 SS meter protractor (the MARAT (ADE At Searle you will have the opportunit 
SEA Gg ' oe ve = size used) could be dangerous ifdropped to grow with us. You will interact tn ; 

Mee — a  fromaheight, the idea was unanimously dynamic environment of technical 

WEE 4822 “et ponte ester and up SO coon nt a . / 

SEE er oe nee PIDG SIZE: a ig patina Greeley services, as well as educational and 
SS SS foe fn steam tracing data is recorded anc training opportunities, to ensure your 

checked, a computer program converts continued professional and personal 
2 the data to plan gonenates for, layitig growth. 

out fabric. The final data for length, Please check with your placem 
Who Insulates . width and slit placement is given in office to find out further details about 
(cont. from page 25.) simple x-y coordinates. After the cover our requirements and how to go about 
tracing which runs longitudinally with —issewn, stuffed with insulation, checked pow up on our schedule for Novem- 

the pipe. The steam tracing is 1/2” and shipped, it is installed on the site. : . 
diameter stainless steel tubing attached Because of our country’s free enter- Hesearch & Develooment Division 
to the pipe with metal strapping. The _ prise system, ITI was able to enter the G.D. Searle & Co. 
insulation material is placed over this. market. Its product aids in producing 4901 Searle Parkway 
The steam tracing bends to fit around another good, methane, at a reduced Skokie, IL 60077 
the body of the gate valve. It must, how- ‘cost to the consumer so that we all Equal Opportuni M/F HA Practice, 
ever, bypass the flanges. The tracing benefit. A case study such as this helps 
then pierces the insulation cover. motivate the student to obtain vital en- iia 

Extensive measurementsaretakento gineering skills. It also shows how 

accommodate the steam tracing. In _ proper application of these skills bene- 
most cases, a 2” cover is installed. A fits all of society. a 

Opportunity On Campus 
The 1982-83 school year has finally American Nuclear Society-Prof.Michael Pi Tau Sigma - Prof. Phillips S. Meyers 

begun and the College of Engineering is L. Corradine Polygon Engineering Council - Prof. 

ready to offer a variety of activities to American Society of Agricultural Engi- James A. Marks 

new and continuing engineering stu- neers - Prof. Gary D. Bubenzer Society of Automotive Engineers - Prof. 

dents. Student organizations are prom- American Society of Civil Engineers - Gary L. Borman 
inent and involvement can lead to in- Prof. John A. Hoopes Society of Women Engineers - Prof. Lois 

creased awareness of a profession, a American Society of Mechanical Engi- B. Greenfield 
chance to learn about new advances in neers - Prof. William J. Feiereisen Student Chapter of Audio Engineering 
an area and maybe even make contacts American Society of Metals-Prof.Frank Society - Prof. Richard A. Greiner 

for job possibilities. On the University of J. Worzala Tau Beta Pi - Prof. Harmon Ray, Prof. 
Wisconsin - Madisoncampus, the person Badger Amateur Radio Society - Prof. David E. Foster and Prof. William E. 

to contact for information on each James B. Beyer Saul 
organization is: Chi Epsilon - Prof. Charles G. Salmon — Theta Taw - Prof. Gordon H. Robinson 

Alpha Chi Sigma - Prof. E. Johansen Eta Kappa Nu - Prof. Donald W. Triangle Fraternity - Prof. John A. 
Crosby Novotny Hoopes oo 

Alpha Sigma Mu- Prof. Carl R. Loper Institute of Electrical and Electronic Wisconsin Black Engineering Student 
American Foundrymen’s Society - Prof. Engineers - Prof. Allan K. Scidmore Society- Mr. Alfred L. Hampton 

Carl R. Loper LE.E.E. Computer Society - Prof. $8. Wisconsin Society of Professional Engi- 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Diane Smith neers - Prof. George R. Sell 

Astronautics - Prof. T. C. Huang Institute of Transportation Engineers - 
American Institute of Chemical Engi- Prof. Robert L. Smith 

neers - Prof. Dale F. Fudd Kappa Eta Kappa- Richard A. Greiner These organizations have much to 

American Institute of Industrial Engi- Mining Club (AIME) - Prof. Robert W. offer the engineering student - so get 

neers - Prof. Charles H. Falkner Heins involved! a 
fa 
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Water For Sale WE WANT You On a Clear Day 
(cont. from page 22.) (cont. from page 20.) 

South Dakota project will ever becomea WAN co 5 DeLorean’s narrative (the book is physical reality. Many of the legalities R K ‘ written in first person) shatters some remain unaddressed by existing laws. KP4 N89 illusions about corporate management. Consequently, policies made during this 4] : y He complains that as a corporate vice- project could set environmental law « yh = president, he was forced to waste his precedents that could have a major ef- D eeu ae time on huge amounts of paperwork and fect upon our society. This project will boring meetings, many of which dealt one be aoe ean ee a number of VE it with trivial material better handled ona questions are resolved: if lower level. He also abhorred the in- Does the State of South Dakota pos- UE oH fighting among management which sess the right to sell water supplied by ‘ deteriorated corporate morale and one of nature's rivers, stored in a reser- A M eventually led him to resign. In general, voir built by the Corps of Engineers, and na —S ~ DeLorean found that his duties as a vice- resting on a Native-American reserva- AAAS : catchy; 
tion? (This is no more out of line than On The engineer Staft abe Were DISS USINInS and unpre a ae ; : z ~ uctive. it is for Milwaukee industries which are °Get Credit . 3 famous for pumping water out of the °Get Experience 1 é ground and selling it in cans nation- °Get Involved 3 

wide.) 
5 Will pipelines carrying either water , , tT? = or slurry be given the powers of eminent We have openings for the ‘82—'83 3 domain already enjoyed by private con- school year in writing, layout, my , = cerns who own railways, gas pipelines, circulation and advertising. fetta ta : rie adi and power lines? If not, coal slurry pipe- La ial lines are dead since their shipping com- Call 262-3494 or 262-2472 or ee De a ct cae petition, the railroads, will never yield sign up in 460 Mechanical —— —_ aa their tracks for them. If so, since coal is Engineering __ Oe See cae our most abundant national energy hs source, a coal slurry pipeline could con- Ona Clear Day is crammed with real- gar ea ere e& wor einai Cote 2 2 s y 2lines this scenario: DeLorean is an engineer accelerated development of coal re- at Pontiac, which produces cars whose serves should also be considered. In- major styling features are chrome “sus- creased mining of coal might not even be f <= penders” on the hood, and whose per- in our nation’s best interests. Greater ee eee formance excites only little old ladies. tracks of western land would be defaced, — How can the division’s image be more acid-forming oxides would be re- changed? Another case involves leased into the atmosphere, and eventu- | DEMOCRATIC ORGANIZATION DeLorean’s promotion to Chevrolet, ally the owners of the coal pipeline OF PROGRESSIVE which has a huge share of the auto might enjoy the same stranglehold on ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS market, but whose operations are so public utilities that natural gas pipeline | S SVUSEETS AINE OVIEINN ISS complex that no one can control them. companies have now. An additional en- Ay He is bombarded by managers with vironmental concern is the quality of the , 4 J problems of every sort, from finance to slurry water after the coal has been cen- Sea c= OX engineering. He receives problem anal- trifuged out. Little is Jenown about the EN Sen) yses which offer no solutions, while profit- constituent content of this water and CS Aa ae yrs ability and competiveness erode. How bo Frown about possible treatment A hes — Ba G » y, P does he solve the problem? ; 

methods. To cam GRE NS Rs These insights on engineering an Professor James McDonald of the UW n & ©) UAE? ee corporate life make Ona Clear Day You Law School speculates that it will take ore. ag bg tte. Xa Can See General Motors a must for every at least three and likely five years to or yh) engineering (and business) student. The work out these problems in Congress ae \. Nea i D book should be viewed less as an indict- and the courts, The battle already began = aay, ment of one particular corporation than this summer in Washington, D.C. The Jak as a critique of the corporate system in State of Nebraska filed suit against Za general. In any case, readers will find South Dakota for the abridgement of its this book a thoroughly thought-provok- downstream rights to the Missouri | Yes, there is an alternative to the traditional ing experience. 
River. Iowa Congressman Berkely Bed-_ | engineering societies. A group dedicated to del has introduced legislation that pro- | the advancement of stupendous interludes; Note: John DeLorean re-entered the 
hibits states from selling water and and consciousness-raising endeavors within} auto business in the seventies tocreate his gives Congress the final say on all coal | the otherwise staid, sedate and unexcitable} own car company. With the aid of the slurry pipeline proposals. In his presen- engineering school. Watch for us. We're British government, DeLorean produced tatiGn on the floor, he summed up the P= stainless steel, gull-wing sports cars in most disturbing feature of the ESTI B (D i £ S Norihienn ae nee ny has had deal very nicely: “The South Dakota oY, GP. Aas serious financial difficu thes, and at Sale encourages the fulfillment of short / latest report, the company's: entire car term economic interests over prudent For more information call 255-1905. tmoentory was seized by creditors. Qo 
water resource allocation.” a Reviewed by David Fiche 
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In 1949, Hughes awarded its first ' Arizona. Work Study Fellows study at a 

fellowship. Since then, more than 4,000 men nearby university while working part-time at 
and women have earned advanced degrees in Hughes 
engineering and science with the help of Full Study Fellows work at Hughes in the 
Hughes fellowships — advanced degrees to summer and study full-time during the 

prepare the men and women of today to meet regular academic year 

tomorrow's technical challenges. The range of technical assignments 

Hughes Aircraft Company will again offer available includes the option of the 
more than 100 new fellowships in the coming Engineering Rotation Program to diversify 
year for graduate study in: your work experience. 

* Engineering (Electrical, Mechanical, Fellowship Story. An invitation to advance 
Systems, Aeronautical) your education and your career — with 

* Computer Science assistance from a company that is advancing 
* Applied Math the frontiers of technology. Write yourself in. 
* Physics Fill out and mail the coupon, or write to: 

Just a few months from now, you could be Hughes Aircraft Company, Corporate 

working on your Master's, Engineer, or PhD Fellowship Office, Dept. 104, Bldg 
degree — and receiving from Hughes: 4006/W870, Culver City, California 90230. 

* Tuition, books, and fees 

* Educational stipend Creating a new world with electronics 
* Full employee benefits i 
* Professional-level salary i ; 
* Summer employment It | U G H E Ss ' 
* Technical experience i ' 

Total Value: $18,000 to $40,000 a year Derpeverenan username mr anenmyeuaimndd 
As a Hughes Fellow, you will gain valuable HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

technical experience working summers at Proof of U.S. Citizenship Required 
Hughes in Southern California or Tucson, Equal Opportunity Employer 

Hughes Aircraft Company, Corporate Fellowship Office, Dept.104, Bldg. 4006/W870, 
Culver City, California 90230. 

Please consider me a candidate for a Hughes Fellowship and send me the 

necessary information and materials. 

PLEASE PRINT: Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

lam interested in obtaininga _____————s Master's __§sSs—CEngineerdegree ___—SC;(Dtoctrratte 

in the field of; —___ 
DEGREES NOW HELD (OR EXPECTED) 

Bachelor's: Date Field Sho! 
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A computer program developed at the 5 The Space Tablet TM, the first three- 

University of Wisconsin may take some — -. =| dimensional spatial digitizer compata- 
of the surprise out of sudden summer _ ® 4 s| ble with Apple IT and IBM Personal 
squalls and tornadoes. Called MCIDAS AR _ a E| Computers, incorporates many features 
(for Man-Computer Interactive Data kK a , =| oflarger CAD systems ata fraction of the 
Access System), the program uses some as 2 s| cost. Though the hardware/software 
fancy extrapolation techniques to help | Wea _ =| package costs less than $600, creative 
local storm watchers locate pockets of | RRS —— financing is available to include fifth 
impending bad weather that are too — YF —* dimension capability to the system. Oo 
small to be picked up by the national | - : 7 
weather-monitoring systems. On a | og aS _ © 
cloudless morning in Wisconsin. re- > : oe 7 J oo x z 
cently it correctly predicted, six hours Qa —- | we 2 
inadvance, severe thunderstorms inthe (Qs _ || “_ 3 
northern part of the state——TIME | Ss | = 
MAGAZINE ee = | 

The MCIDAS disk located on top of the | a ne 
Meteorology and Space Science Building, | ‘EID | 

6 a Am Within months after passage of asolar eae 
4 >, ey access law in Wisconsin solar access got Ee 
hoy See) ee another boost in early July when the , . 

QO state Supreme Court ruled that a prop- py 
Cr erty owner has a right to claim access to se Op 

Bias sunlight for solar energy. In a 5 to 1 

—e" decision, the court said that obstruction LS ja 
oe | wee ig of access to sunlight may qualify as a | 4 <>. 

eS) au ad private nuisance, thus providing legal pT B., 
sto HR . recourse for property owners whose ar : 

A ®©0O2 KISS) solar access has been obstructed. o : ~— 
> Ul ae ap “ 

ie a st $0 00 Boy 

f oy a. ‘ 

Scientists and entrepreneurs say the S 
first intelligent mobile robots for business _L—— 
use should be on the market within tio éf eal . 
years, One possible function, the busi- 

nessmen say, will be performing night- Ih -F 
time security tasks for factories, ware- (Onn. mM. A Ee 
houses, and museums, ’ ea 

Barly roving robots iwill have to use Q 
most of their smarts figuring out where : ry Y] a) 

they're going and where they've been. 15 < DW 
Instead of having useful arms and legs, QO 

theyll getaround on iwheels, carrying lit- . (} f} r) % Lf 

tle more than electronic sensors. But they id Dinky ¢ 7 . 
will be able to detect people through walls ae 

and pick up certain sounds, like break- — 
tng glass. And they can be equipped with 
loud sirens to frighten intruders, or radio 

links to summon police or guards, —— 320 N. Randall St. 
WALL STREET JOURNAL 7 
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© Eastman Kodak Company, 1982 

ectronics at Ko . 
Puttir 1g g d th vit 1g 
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Kodak popularized ; ~~ ao projects 

amateur photog- . — Sa y way —sétthatusea 
raphy when _, '_ “eC » Ys . microcom- 

wemass- <_© mum 3 = — ~~. 7 ‘ puter-based 
produced Ss Sslees See se » 4 software devel- 

photo- “EE =e} bf = 23] Be =] & na 4 opment system 
graphic dry +5 =e 5 ae ll ¥ _ todebug applica- 

plates, leading \. ee _ tion programs for 

to the develop- 4 ? “,. . Kodak Ektaprint 

ment of cameras ¢. - “" copier-duplicators. 

that could be held - << And the development 
in your hand. More — eo of ongoing product im- 

recently, we intro- « & » wen provements in the Kodak Komstar 300 micro- 

duced the Kodak disc a image processor, a computer peripheral which 

camera—a camera in . uses pulsed laser beams to convert digital 

which integrated circuits make the deci- data to alphanumeric images on microfilm, at 

sions, automatically, at the touch of the speeds up to 20 times faster than many ink- 

shutter release. jet paper printers. 

Today, integrated electronic components de- If you're ready for the challenges in elec- 

signed and fabricated at Kodak are built into tronics you'll find at Kodak, see a Kodak 

a wide variety of our cameras. But it takes recruiter on your campus. 

more than the electronics in our cameras to Or send your resume to: 

place us among the nation’s top companies in Personnel Resources, 

sales of electronics-related equipment. Eastman Kodak Company, 

It takes innovative engineers working on Rochester, NY. 14650. 

e @ eo 

Kodak. The right place. The right time. 

An equal opportunity employer manufacturing photographic products, fibers, plastics, chemicals, and electronic equipment. Plants in Rochester, N.Y.; 

Kingsport, Tenn.; Windsor, Colo.; Longview, Tex.; Columbia, S.C.; Batesville, Ark.; and a sales force all over the U.S. 
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E. d h ° chips be used to improve allows you to build inexpen- 
xpan t, e min systems, products, and pro- _ sive prototype chips that 

e e cesses? As one GE engi- can be “played” in systems 
of the microchip neer puts it, “The sky's the before the final design is 

°  jimit!” fixed 
——_—_—_____ That sky is replete with a Another area that GE is 

Remember when electronic — number of integrated circuit developing is VLSI (Very 
calculators were considered concepts that GE is apply- Large Scale Integrated) 
a luxury? Well, consider this ing right now. circuits. These ICs will 
sign seen recently outside a There's the custom IC, a eventually squeeze one 
gasoline station in Schenec- chip that performs highly million transistors onto a 
tady. New York: “Free calcu- specialized functions. Tradi- single chip. 
lator with an oil change.” tionally, creating this chip Where will all this super 

That's just one sign of the has been an expensive, electronic power be 
enormous impact micro- time-consuming job. So applied? GE engineering 
chips have had on the way we're working on ways to manager Don Paterson 
we do everything — from cut design time and cost sees it this way: 
banking to game-playing We're using computer- “At GE you can innovate 

But how will we use micro- aided design (CAD) to from the system down to the 
chips that are smarter, design and simulate chips chip to create...whatever 
faster. more reliable, and right on computer screens ignites your imagination.” 

~ less expensive to design? We're also developing In other words, you can 
2 c How will these new micro- gate arrays, a system that dream it...and do it 
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